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Atchley relents on graduation issue
Christina Barnes
News Editor

After seeing and hearing students
rise up in unity to protest his idea,
UOP President Bill Atchley agreed
to return to the tradition of sepa
rate commencement ceremonies.
Atchley had issued a statement
on October 6 proposing to have
the graduations combined in a sin
gle ceremony in the Spanos center.
His idea was not received well by
the student body, as evidenced by
the many petitions that were
passed through hands and signed
by over 500 students, by the vari
ous rumors that spread through
the residence and dining halls, by
letters that were sent to the Presi
dent and phone calls that were
made home to parents, and by
demonstrations that were being
planned.
"I've always said I listened,"
said Atchley, "I have to practice
what I preach."
"We all make mistakes," he
said. "I hope I'm always big enough to say I wasn't right...if a
leader can't do this, they're not a
leader." As someone once stated,
"One must be patient enough to
let things happen, impatient enough to make things happen," he

said.
As Judy Chambers, vicepresident of Student Life, stated,
Atchley "was persuaded by a num
ber of factors that showed him that
making such a decision at this time
was not the way to go," and
perhaps he should sit back and
take a look for a year or so before
making any such decisions.
First, with 6100 seats in the
Spanos Center, and about 600 be
ing covered by the stage that would
be set up, each graduate would
be able to invite only a limited
number of guests. This limited
number was a concern of many
students, and soon realized by Pre
sident Atchley.
"A concern that I had...was that
a student would never be put in the
position of choosing what uncle or
aunt (or whoever) could come...I
don't want this to happen," stated
Atchley. "I won't do it if I'm not
comfortable that everyone will get
in."
He said his main objective was
to achieve unification, and that he
knows this cannot be achieved in
the students' senior year. Yet, "the
point is...that we have to let people
know UOP is here and has a good
image," he said. "I don't think
we've done that as well as we could

Alumni gifts rising,
but still at low level
Nf-ws Editor

DEPARTMENT OF
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_"They

had in their hearts and
minds that they could make the
difference in the lives of students,"
stated Cliff Dochtorman, vicepresident of Development, about
the alumni that donate money each
year to UOP. "An important role
is the support we receive each year
from these alumni."
According to Dochtorman, a lit
tle over $1 million of the operating
budget each year comes from
alumni support. In addition, the
University receives about $1
million for restricted support - for
scholarships, books, and equip
ment -- he said. This equals a total
of $2 million which helps the Uni
versity each year.
This year, $1,046,000 was re
ceived for restricted support. The
Annual Pacific Fund included
$750,000 of gifts for unrestricted
support. $300,000 was received
through donations such as be
quests and wills. In addition, $2
million was received in restricted
gifts.
._
The University also receives gifts
for the capital campaign, athletic
programs, KUOP and other organ
izations. A total of $5,300,000
was received from all sources of
outside gifts given to the Universi
ty.
Generally more alumni are giv
ing to the University and the gifts
are increasing in size, said
Dochtorman. "The amount has
more than tripled in size in the last
four years...and we'd like to see it
double this amount," stated Liz
Konold, director of the Annual
Pacific Fund.
Part of the reason for the diamatic increase in donations is the
fact that Pacific, which was once a
small school, has grown in the past
25 years since the 1960s, when
Tfadded professional schools, said
Dochtorman. "Professional pro
grams mean we have a number of
alumni that are just getting into

have."
President Atchley said he hopes
to find ways to bring a broader
image to campus and make the
name of the University nationally
recognized and appreciated. "This
campus has something that reaches
out to you that you can't put your
hand on," said Atchley. This
"something" is what needs to be
realized by people across the na
tion.
To do this, he said he will work
with the students, faculty, and
administration. "I think we have
to work on this together, all of
us...as a unit to bring a new begin
ning, a broadening of our image,"
Atchley said. He said he's
"interested in keeping the quality
and uniqueness of the University,
and to build upon this quality and
uniqueness."
In hopes to achieve a greater
unification and broader image of
the University, one plan Atchley
suggested is to "go out and gain
endowments that we need to min
imize the rate of tuition." By gain
ing enough contributions, the tui
tion will not have to increase at the
rate it has in order to pay for the
cost of running the University, he
said.
In addition, Atchley said he
wants to end the time when only
the rich or very poor can go to
school. The middle class people are
unable to attend the college be
cause they are not wealthy enough
to afford tuition and they're not
poor enough to qualify for finan
cial aid. He said the "predictors of

years of 'financial independence,"'
he said.
He also noted that 80 to 85
percent of the operation expenses
comes from tuition. The rest of the
total comes from gifts, bequests,
endowments, and other sources.
Thus the University has to find 15
percent of its budget from other
sources.
Contributors or donors to UOP
include alumni, parents, friends,
corporations and businesses, and
foundations. Four kinds of gifts
are available for contribution:
(1) Annual Pacific Fund, in which
actual money is collected and goes
directly into the University;
(2) Restricted Fund, which is a gift
to the University for a specific
purpose. The University can only
use it for this purpose, and must
use it that year;
(3)Capital Gift, which is for capital
expenditure, such as for a building
or renovating schools;
(4) Endowment purposes, in which
money is deposited for a special en
dowment. Interest is used to support
other purposes.
"What's real important for this
University...is the graduates, when
they're seniors... Here's an impor
tant thing they can do throughout
their lifetime." said Dochlortnan.
He said he'd like to see a nomi
nal fee donated from each gradua
ting senior, as low as $5 per year.
"Giving is a habit, a pattern in
one's life...Donation is an impor
tant thing; it ties you to the Univer
sity," he said.
Such donations come from peo
ple who believe in this-University,
he said, such as Ralph Guild, who
was at the University in the 1950s.
According to Dochtorman, Guild
was dedicated to KUOP, was guid
ed by Professor Crab in the 1950s,
and now owns one of the largest
networks.
According to Dochtorman,
Guild wanted to do something to
say "thank you" to the University,
(see ALUMNI, page 8)

doom" don't see this in sight, "but
I do."
Another concern of Atchley, as
well as of the administration, is the
lack of alumni donations. "This is
a 136-year-old university, and we
don't have a very strong alumni
group...we need that sustaining
support and giving," he said.
"I'd like to see you seniors
...join the alumni association
and pledge to donate $25 a year,"
he said. "It's not much, but it will
be the start of hopefully a long
trend of giving and dedication to
the University."
However, even if the tuition
costs can be maintained, or even
lowered, due to an increase in
alumni donations, the payment of
the tuition is an important factor
and a great concern to Atchley,
who inherited a deficit of about
$1.6 million when he took his
position.
"We need a better budgeting job
and tightening procedure...we
need to make the deans look at
what they're doing within the colle
ges," he said. "We have to devise a
new way of budgeting to live in our
means...to get the bill to parents at
a certain time and make a deadline
of when it's due. There are some
people who are registered and have
n't paid bills."
Atchley also said he hopes peo
ple understand why the University
needs
to
make
changes.
"Contributions will have to be for
the betterment of the University
...not for Bill Atchley."
"When we make decisions toge

ther, they may not be what we all
think is best...but we're all in this
together," he stated.
In order to join together with the
students and understand their de
sires, Atchley said he plans to
make an effort to be more visible
and available to the students. One
way to do this, he said, is "we try
to open the house on graduation day
to parents and students...that's im
portant." He said he also tries to
have breakfast with the students in
the dining halls, and that he plans,
once he moves his office, to take
an hour each day to walk across
campus and talk with students.
Also, he said he tries to get to
student functions, but with such a
busy schedule and so many func
tions, this can be difficult at times.
"It'll take some time to get to
know everybody," he said, but
he's willing to make the effort.
According to Chambers, when
the decision was made about 25
years ago to break up the gradua
tion ceremonies, the students and
faculty made a similar uproar with
petitions and voiced complaints.
At the time, Chambers was assis
tant to the president and the Viet
nam War was taking place, and
student
demonstrations
were
threatening to take place during
the commencement, she said.
Not wanting these demonstra
tions to mar the ceremony, the
President thought the separation
of the ceremony would deflect the
problem, she said. "Underneath the

(see ATCHLEY, page 8)

Atchley's statement on unity
I wish to clarify the position I
have taken regarding the plans for
the 1988 Commencement and our
goal to strengthen the unity of the
entire campus.

unity. Obviously a Commence
ment ceremony is only a small step
in that very important process. Our
main objective is to improve the
spirit and collegial atmosphere on

UOP President Bill Atchley.
Last week when I met with the
Executive Policy Committee of
Deans and University Officers, I
advised the Committee that al
though I felt a single University
Commencement
ceremony
at
Stockton would be a valuable uni
fying feature for the campus, I was
prepared to continue the individual
school and college ceremonies. The
comments from the Deans of our
schools and colleges in favor of a
single Commencement were very
convincing,
thoughtful
and
supportive. On the basis of that
discussion, I concluded that a sin
gle Commencement should be reinstituted in 1988. In all instances,
"the buck stops" at the President's
desk and I must take final
responsibility for decisions related
to the University.
Our primary goal is to bring the
campus together in strength and

our Stockton campus. A com
mencement on a major university
campus can be an important factor
in building a regional and national
reputation. The national image of
UOP can certainly be enhanced by
bringing prominent people to our
campus for a major Commence
ment ceremony. The University of
the Pacific is a "well kept
secret" and wr must be alert to all
opportuniti •
'ory
Pacific to the nation, this is also
important to our alumni and
friends as we embark on a new
major endowment fund campaign.
I have been disappointed in
hearing various rumors and misin
formation circulated about the
Commencement proposal. Many
of these stories could have been
laid to rest if more questions had
been asked before opinions were
finalized. This entire issue suggests

that we must keep our lines of
communication open among all
segments of the University to avoid
misunderstandings and unneces
sary disagreement. The decisions
which I must make are done in the
spirit of what seems best for the
University, which must stand
above all of us.
In the last few days I have had
conversations with students, facul
ty and administrative officers
about other ways we can rebuild
this important unity. ASUOP Pres
ident Norman Allen has assured
me that the Associated Students
and other student groups will take
an initiative to work on a number
of projects to build the spirit and
unity of the University. A special
student committee is being activat
ed to seek new ways to improve
our all-University feeling of collegiality. It is my hope that this
year's senior class will establish
activities and programs which will
set new standards for the Alumni
Association and for the benefit of
the University. This is part of our
"new beginning" for the Universi
ty.
In light of these positive steps to
achieve our longer range goals of
campus unity, I have concluded
that we will not continue with our
preliminary plans to initiate a sin
gle Commencement ceremony, al
though we will plan several allUniversity graduation events dur
ing a week of Commencement
activities. Degrees will be conferred
at individual school and college
ceremonies as in previous years. I
will look forward to working with
all segments of the University in
seeking positive ways to achieve
our goal of a stronger campus
spirit, participation, identification
and support which I am certain
will enhance the entire University
of the Pacific.
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Greek gold
goes to
Omega Phi

In the news
International
IRAN AND AMERICA CLASH...For the first time in the Persian
"Gulf conflict, Iranian and American gunners fired at each other.
Iranian speedboats fired first, but missed an unarmed U.S. Army
observation helicopter. Two U.S. gunship choppers then sank one of
the two attacking boats and set two others on fire. The Reagan
Administration declared it as another demonstration of U.S. deter
mination to protect shipping in the Gulf.

Local
HOMECOMING NEXT WEEK... "Tiger Stripes Forever" will be
the theme of the homecoming celebration on Saturday, October 24.
The following is a schedule of events:
8:45 a.m. Homecoming Run; registration at 7:30; race
begins at Burns Tower.
9 a.m.

"Breakfast in the Park" in Caldwell Park
behind Lucky's

9:30 a.m. --

Homecoming Parade down Pacific

2 p.m. --

Homecoming football game - UOP vs. Fresno
State

WORLD FOOD DAV...Friday, October 15 is World Food Day. On
this day, the agencies of the Interfaith Hunger Appeal (IHA) ask you
to reflect on the cause of hunger and support activities that enable
people to lift themselves from the conditions that deny them access to
food.
MU PHI EPSILON...the Mu Eta Chapter of Mu Phi Epsilon at UOP
has been chosen as the outstanding collegiate chapter in the Pacific
Province of Mu Phi Epsilon, and recipient of the Pacific Province
Collegiate Chapter Service Award. The service award is based on the
chapter's prompt and efficient transactions with the Executive Office,
its activities on campus and in the community, and its accomplish
ments toward fulfilling suggested international goals.
UOP BOX OFFICE...The UOP Box Office, located in Long Theatre,
is now a Ticketron outlet. Tickets are available for events across the
country, including concerts, Broadway plays and professional sports.
Ticketron requires cash payment for all purchases, which must be
made in person at the office. For more information, contact the UOP
Box Office at (209) 946-2474.
UOP FORENSICS SQUAD...received the third place sweepstakes
award at the Los Rios Invitational Tournament in Sacramento on
October 11. Congratulations to all competitors for their work. The
next tournament will be in Hayward on October 23 and 24. For more
information, contact Dr. Jon Schamber, Gordon Gehman or Carlos
Velazques in Hand Hall or call 946-2506 or 946-3045.
DAVID EISENHOWER TO SPEAK...David Eisenhower, the only
grandson of former United States president, Dwight D. Eisenhower,
will be the first speaker of the Assistance League of Stockton Celebrity
Speaker Series in the UOP Conservatory on November 12 at noon.
Tickets may be obtained by mailing a $12 check to Assistance League
of Stockton, Celebrity Speakers Series, PO Box 7766 Stockton, CA.
95207. A luncheon will also be served following Eisenhower's
presentation. Tickets for UOP students and staff are available for $5.
For more information contact Joyce Vittone at 951-7631.
ENGINEERING FOR PEOPLE EXHIBITION.. .The School of
Engineering at UOP will be included as an exhibitor of the Consulting
Engineers Association of California, "Engineering for People"
Exhibition through October 26 in Khoury Hall on the UOP campus.
HUNGER AND WAR IN SOUTHERN AFRICA...Dr. Kevin
Danaher, senior analyst of the Institute on Food and Development in
San Francisco, will speak on the topic of "Hunger and War in
Southern Africa on October 21 in the Bechtel Center at noon. Dr.
P™"1 haX5 an additional appearance that evening at Wendell
Phillips Center 1221 at_8 p.m. For more information contact Helena
pehrens at (209) 946-2591 in the Bechtel Center.
H™™",°N nMARIEYN MONROE TO BE HELD AT
U OP".Author Carl__E. Rollyson^Jr. will refute the "dumb blonde"
J age of actress Marilyn Monroe in a day-long presentation entitled
[Marilyn: The Actress" on October 17 at UOP. During his
presentation, Rollyson will give two speeches at 9:15 am and at
boon In addition three of Monroe's movies will be shown:
Gentlemen Prefer Blondes at 10:15 a.m„ Bus Stop at 1 p.m., and
p4£h2424or946^228 L^ ^
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Omega Phi Alpha and Delta Gamma as victors.
The Greeks end their week with
a day of Greek games on Friday,
October 9. The games included
volleyball, pass-the-bucket, trike
race, tUg-o-war, and an obstacle
course.
Earlier that week, participants
of Greek Week competed in a
chariot race, lip sync, Greek sing,
dating game, pictionary, blood
drive and food drive.
Two tricyclist go for the gold.

UOP library opens
fresh new doors
Christine Olson
Staff Writer

Students may have noticed that
the library has become a pleasant
place to study. Only a few juniors
and seniors probably remember
what the library was like a few
years ago. It is hard to believe that,
in just two years, the library has
doubled in size and tripled its
seating capacity. The modern, airy
facility which many may take for
granted now, is the result of a very
successful finance campaign and
careful planning by architects and
the library staff.
The drive to renovate and mod
ernize the library began in 1978. A
$2 million pledge by the William
Knox Holt Foundation and a per
sonal pledge of $500,000 by Holt
Atherton, a UOP Regent, kicked
off the project. What followed was
a major fund raising drive which
earned the $6.5 million needed for
the project. Names of donors can
be seen on the study rooms and
carrels and on plaques throughout
the library.
The goals of the project were to
provide better seating for students
and more space for both staff and
books. A new wing was added to
the
library
last
fall.
A
music/audiovisual center with
both listening and viewing stations
is currently nearing completion.
When fully equipped it will house
16 listening/viewing stations and
three VCRs.
This and other areas of the
library are not yet fully furnished.
Furniture has been ordered for all
the new group study rooms and
personal study areas. A delay was
caused during renovation when it
was discovered that some asbestos
needed to be removed from the
older section of the facility. This
mandatory measure caused the
library project to cut back the
money allotted for furnishings.
Proper furniture will arrive soon,
however.
Dean of Libraries Tom Leonhardt is very pleased with the look

of the library. He is new to UOP
this year and is very excited by the
expanded prospects the library of
fers. "When you're new, you have
a vision of what you want," he
said. He feels he can fulfill some of
his visions here and "make a dif
ference." Before coming to UOP,
he worked with the libraries at the
University of Oregon, Stanford,
and Duke. Dean Leonhardt be
lieves the library offers students
"better quality" and a greater
amount of space in which to work
and study. Many students have
remarked on the changes, he said.
"They love the space."
Improvements have also been
made in areas students may not
notice. The technical services de
partment on the ground floor is
responsible for the receiving, pro
cessing, and cataloging of all
books. The people who work there
have a beautiful lounge, complete
with kitchen facilities. Windows
were added in their office area,
giving it a feeling of space and
light. "Everyone got some kind of
new work area," Dean Leonhardt
observed.
One area unique to this library is
the Holt-Atherton Center for
Western Studies. Located on the
ground floor of the new wing, the
Center houses the personal papers
and book collection of John Muir.
It also houses over 35,000 books
and 30,000 historic photographs
specializing in the history of the
western United States.
While all of these changes have
made a huge difference, Dean
Leonhardt feels that good refer
ence service is still the "most im
portant instructional role." He
places stress on "one to one
instruction" and availability of
help. Dean Leonhardt's visions
should lead to more improvements
at the library over the next several
years. He would like the William
Knox Holt Memorial Library to
serve all the students' needs. After
all, he said, "a library is more than
a building."

During the final Greek games, Omega Phi Alpha tugged its way to vic
tory, becoming the overall winner of Greek Week. Alpha Chi Omega also
won the tug-o-war, and became the Greek Week winner in the com
petition between the sororities.

Blood drive a success
Ulrika Gamboa
Staff Writer

''UOP is going to come through
and they did," said Harold
Schmidt, Delta Blood Bank donor
recruiter, about last week's blood
drive.
Students donated 238 pints of
blood during the Greek Week drive
on Tuesday, October 6, and Fri
day, October 9.
This event was sponsored by Sig
ma Alpha Epsilon and Phi Delta
Chi. The winner for this competi
tion was SAE with a total donation
of 58 pints. Phi Delta Chi held
second with 23 pints. Harry Lesur,
one of the individuals involved in
the planning of the event, said that
overall the drive was a "great
success."
The 160 pints donated Tuesday
broke an unofficial Blood Bank
record. Schmidt said that the re
cord number exceeded any other
college or campus type drive in

surrounding communities. The
turnout was "phenomenal," he
said.
Due to the large number of
responses, a second day, Friday,
had to be added to accommodate
all the students.
He attributed the success of the
blood drive in part to a group of
determined young men. These
"prime movers" included David
Elder, Harry Lesur, and Pete
Budlong. Ultimately a successful
blood drive needs donors and the
response was "overwhelming,"
said Schmidt.
He also said that UOP students
found it more important to get
involved and help the community
than to get caught up in the AIDS
scare. He also found the sight of so
many young men and women an
xious to help the community by
donating blood. The pints given
were a tremendous "boost" to the
Delta Blood Bank supply.
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£OME SPY THE LADIES OF ALPHA CHI...The ladies of Alpha
phi Omega will hold their pre-rush party tonight, October 15 at 7
p.m. Escorts will be in dorm lobbies at 6:45 p.m.
'
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BORK CHANGED HIS MIND...After leaving Ronald Reagan and
Attorney General Edwin Meese last Thursday afternoon, Robert Bork
was intent upon withdrawing his nomination for the U.S. Supreme
Court appointment. After much debate with other officials, he
decided it wasn't time yet to give up, and thus is still a candidate.

ACTIVISTS CHALLENGE FCC...Under President Reagan, the
Federal Communications Commission has removed all limits on ad
vertising in children's programming and refused to take action against
shows that detractors call "program-length commercials." Now ac
tivist groups have mounted a court challenge to the FCC. In two
rulings, federal judges in Washington have ordered the FCC to justify
its policy or come up with new guidelines on the commercial content
of children's T.V.
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CANDIDATE FOUND MORE GUILTY...Only one week after
Televangelist Pat Robertson declared his presidential candidacy, it was
disclosed that his first child had been conceived out of wedlock and
that the former minister had misstated his wedding date to conceal the
fact.
Since then more discoveries have been made: Robertson did not do
graduate study at the University of London in 1950 as he claimed; and
after denying that he suggested only Christians and Jews were fit to
govern, an audo tape of him saying as much was discovered.

REAGAN IN SUPPORT OF NICARAGUAN CAUSE...In a speech
last week, Ronald Reagan vowed that "As long as there is breath in
this body, I will speak and work, strive and struggle for the cause of
the Nicaraguan freedom fighters." He specifically pledged to fight for
$270 million in renewed military and humanitarian aid to the Contras
to help them continue fighting the Sandinista regime. However, House
Speaker Jim Wright stated, "1 really don't believe there is any
disposition in Congress to pass military money at the time when we are
negotiating for peace."
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Overpopulation cause for concern and action
Stephanie Gandy

three billion in 30 years, and so on
er to the Population Institute
graph at right). It is estimated that
"i less than a decade there will be
six billion people. "You can be
sure we are going to be close to
straining the earth's resources,"
she said.
This rise in population is due
largely to a decrease in the death
rate, not accompanied by a drop in
the birth rate. Medical technology
has made it possible for people to
live longer, and for more infants

International Editor

i'l don't think it is a problem that
United States has to solve
alone," said Shirley Smith Ander
son on October 5 in George Wilson
Hall, regarding the global popula
tion crisis.
Anderson is the vice president of
population Institute, a nonorofit organization working to find
Jjnd implement solutions to the
problem of overpopulation. She
},as had a wide range of interna
tional experience, in addition to
holding several positions that have
increased her knowledge and concern for the topic.
Although Anderson does not
feel that the problem is ours alone
to solve, she says, "I do think our
leadership in it is desperately im
portant."

(i,e

"Extending the availability
of contraceptives is the single
most effective
way
of
reducing fertility"
-Shirley Smith Anderson
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The population of the earth is g
now at approximately five billion Jg
people. The startling fact is how §
rapidly these numbers have in- §
creased and will continue to in- ig
crease, according to Anderson. "It
took all recorded history until the
mid-1800s to get to one billion
inhabitants on the earth," she said.
After that, the increase has grown
exponentially to five billion at
alarming rates; from one to two
billion in 100 years, from two to

tute study revealed that, "In devel
oping countries with effective fam
ily planning programs, fertility has
declined an average of 30 per
cent.
In Mexico, for example, where
Anderson says large families are a
reflection of manhood, a contra
ceptive campaign was launched.
"The campaign was started to cele
brate machismo, but to celebrate it
in the context of family planning,"
she related.
The character, "Proud Pete" (a
condom) was developed using the
Mexican popularity of soccer. Tshirts featuring Pete with his foot
on a soccer ball and a pro-condom
slogan were worn with pride by
hundreds of thousands of men.
Free condoms were also given to
women in supermarkets. "It did
affect population growth in Mexi
co," said Anderson.
She says that there are three keys
to effective family planning pro
grams. They include: (a) a commit
ment by the national leadership,
(b) a large educational effort to
encourage couples to want smaller
families, and (c) an increased avail
ability of contraceptives, including
natural family planning.
What is the cost of such a plan?
In order to slow, and eventually
stabilize, population growth, $32
billion would be needed over the
next ten years. This would provide
family planning services to all cou
ples who want it. And, "many
Shirley Smith Anderson expresses concern.
couples desperately want to be able
It is characterized by malnutrition, to space and plan their families,"
and women to survive childbirth.
says Anderson.
disease and illiteracy.
Anderson said, "For many
Even though $32 billion is a
"Extending the availability of
countries, the (population) dou
contraceptives is the single most large sum, Anderson stressed,
bling time is now less than one
effective way of reducing fertili "Keep in mind... two aircraft car
generation."
This
includes
ty," she stated. A Population Insti riers cost $6.9 billion." In contrast,
countries such as Vietnam, Kenya
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U.S. foreign aid next WOW topic
Dr. Kevin Danaher, senior Analyst for the Institute of Food and
Development Policy in San Francisco, will address the impact of U.S.
foreign aid on Third World development during the October 21 World
on Wednesday lecture at UOP.
Hunger and War in Southern Africa, slated for noon in the Bechtel
International Center, will be the first of two presentations by Danaher.
The second, Hunger in Africa—What Can Americans Do? will be
dikussed at 8 p.m. in the Wendell Phillips Center.
World on Wednesday is a weekly lecture series sponsored by
COPA, UPBEAT and the offices of the Bechtel International Center.
Lunch will be served free to UOP students; others are asked to
contribute a $1-2 donation
For more information, contact Helena Behrens at 946-2591.

ISA selects new offices
On October 6, the 1987-88 International Student Association
officers were elected. They are as follows: President, Sammy Obaid;
Vice-presidents, Naresh Nigam and Katee James; Treasurer, Matt
Okamoto; Secretary, Cathy Gonzalez.
This student organization is supported by ASUOP but is closely
associated with OIS. The coordinating committee works to enhance
the international environment of the campus and involves students in
leadership activities. Some events offered by ISA include international
dinners, festivals, coffee houses and receptions.
For more information, call Mary Ann Gomez at 946-2246.
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Grateful Dead may travel to China
The Chinese Government, bowing to public pressure or demonstra
ting good taste, has invited the Grateful Dead to
th^ oues next
May with their 1 selling new album In The_ Dark. As_thejgroup
secures tour sponsorship, they are set to be t
Fnslish
band to perform in China, following in the fooW
group Wham. Not only have the Dead "survived these 20 oddyean,
as their new single proudly proclaims, but t iey t
no matter what generation or culture.

Conversation partners plans social

ioodin

Conversation partners, a program that brinf
students together, is holding an ice crearn ^jomorrow m the
Bechtel International Center at 6:30 p.m. All current members are en
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and Jordan. "As the world grows
from five to six billion over the
next nine years, 90 percent of that
growth will take place in the Third
World," she said, adding, "This
enormous baby boom will indeed
change the world."
Possible results of such a large
world population include famine,
dramatic ecomonic problems, riots
and wars, according to Anderson.
Currently, 40 percent of the people
in developing countries are living in
what she calls "absolute poverty."

couraged to attend.
e t0 make foreign
In conversation partners, students na c
imorovine their
friends and learn aboul another count,ry ""TfTSJ
anguage ability. Students tnlerested ,n
the office of Intergrowing program should contact Verna
g
national Services at 946-2246.

Vargo addresses World on Wednesday
Dr. Richard Vargo, a UOP School
of Business and Public Ad
ministration professor, spoke on
"Polish Economic Reform, Oc
tober 7 in the Bechtel International
renter Vargo attended the SumffW
of Business and
Economics at Adam Mickiewicz
I University in Poznan, Poland, last
July where he gained insight into
the developments of the Eastern

support," she stressed, noting that
individuals can help the cause by
communicating with senators and
representatives.
Anderson distributed postcards
voicing support for the Institute's
endeavors and national funding
for international family planning
projects. Members of the audience
were encouraged to sign the cards
and send them in.
Interested in learning more?
Contact the Population Institute at
110
Maryland
Ave.,
N.E.
Washington D.C. 20002.
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Apartheid: movement in London draws
support for protest and education
Editor's note: This article was submitted by Howard Moseiey, a UOP in

ternational studies student who is studying abroad this year.

True "causes" ironically fade in and out of the public's attention as
fast as the latest fads in fashion (thin ties), people (Vanna White), and
politics (Olliemania). But members of London's Anti-Apartheid Group
have taken their cause seriously, hoping to end public discrimination
against blacks in South Africa by forming a non-stop picket outside the
Suid-Afrikaans Ambassade in England.
Friday, September 18 marked the 546th day of continuous protesting
in what to many might seem a hopeless struggle, but the group appeared
prepared as fresh members came out to relieve those who had picketed all
day, and determined as evidenced by the group's strength after 151
arrests only two months earlier.
The arrests by Cannon Row police were part of an effort to remove
and ban the picket, but London's courts and Magistrate Hopkins could
not be convinced that the police had acted lawfully. On July 2 with the
help of five MPs the metropolitan police were forced to back down and
allow the group to picket in front of the main gates of the Ambassade on
the east side of Trafalgar Square.
Since then only two bobbies remain at the location, always between the
picketers and the black iron front gates now locked and apparently
unused by embassy personnel. This small inconvenience is a minor
victory for a group determined to change the South African political and
social structure so that one day a political prisoner with black skin named
Mandella can walk free.
As the sun sets and the evening traffic of double-decker red buses
rushes by this busy corner, Jenny (an active member) can be heard over
the noise by passing pedestrians on a megaphone as she explains why the
Anti-Apartheid Group protests something seemingly so far away. Jenny
hopes her efforts to stop greedy companies in Europe and America from
exploiting black workers is as important as the SANUM mining strikes
are in South Africa for bringing about any change.

These changes would mean that black workers could earn as much as
white workers, husbands and fathers could live with their families and
not in single-sex labor camps, and health and safety conditions in the
world's most deadly mines would improve. "Conservative or liberal" she
says, "we must find a better alternative than imperialism for extracting
the gold and silver from Africa." But the strong accusations, large
banners, flyers, buttons, and even the burlap sacks worn by many
protestors do not seem enough to grab the attention of the well-dressed
young professionals walking by.
The group's liberal philosophy and shaky past with the police don't
seem to bother everyone — cetainly not Uta. Straight from Germany, she
began working with the group September 18 and recruited volunteers
from the street for the October 10 march, when supporters of freeing
Moses Mayekiso (also a political prisoner) gathered and marched to the
Ambassade from Clerkenwell.

The sixth annual International
Student Scholarship Competition
— a nationwide essay competition
for international students studying
in the U.S. — is now under way.
International Underwriters/Brokers,
Inc., sponsors the competition.
International students interested
in entering must submit an essay of
no more than 1,500 words on the
topic — "Major changes in the
world economic situation have in
fluenced America's role in interna
tional commerce. What effect do
you think these changes will have
on international education?"
First prize is $1,500 to be used

for academic or professional ad
vancement. (International Under
writers/Brokers, Inc., also will
award $350 to the international
student office of the first-place
winner.) Additional cash scholar
ships will be awarded to a secondplace winner ($1,000); a third-place
winner ($500); and five honorable
mentions ($100 each). The Interna
tional Student Scholarship Compe
tition is open to all full-time fore
ign students enrolled in a pre
scribed degree
or certificategranting program at an accredited
high school, junior college, college
or university within the U.S. Also

W5>=>mmN
Professional layout and presentation of papers,
reports, syllabi, resumes
Espanol, Francais, Deutsch
Engineering, Mathematics, Sciences
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5 percent discount w/student LD.
Very low rates
(209) 474-8886
Kathleen or Cyndy
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"Everyone standing and singing on the sidewalk here has
their own reason for protesting against Apartheid"
--Howard Moseiey
y
Marlon from London and Biljana from Yugoslavia are also busy,
filling petitions, selling papers, gathering donations, and scheduling more
members to picket the difficult graveyard shifts. Everyone standing and
singing on the sidewalk here has their own reasons for protesting against
Apartheid instead of feeding the pigeons or admiring the fountains just
on the other side of the s'reet.
Uta's reason seems especially appropriate for students anywhere; she
got involved to "learn first hand," and because of this she and many
others will devote a day, a week, or a month to this cause.
The Non-Stop Picket by the City of London's Anti-Apartheid Group
is no longer a fad here, but a true campaign for equality which someday,
the groups adds, will be victorious.

Foreign students eligible for contest

European country.

World on Wednesday is a
weekly lecture series, sponsored by
COPA, UPBEAT, and the office
of the Bechtel Center.

she said the largest one-year contri
bution to this program would reach
approximately $4.1 billion.
Support is needed from developed
as well as developing countries.
Anderson notes that the U.S.
had a 20-year history of support
for the international family plan
ning program, but that "American
support has really fallen on hard
times."
The foreign aid bill for 1988 is
now being drafted, and she hopes
that support will be renewed.
"This is an unimaginable time for
the United States to pull out its

eligible are students enrolled in an
English training program who plan
to continue into higher education
in the U.S.
For additional information,
rules and entry forms write: Essay
Competition Coordinator; DSD
Communications, Ltd.; 10805
Parkridge Boulevard, Suite 240;
Reston, VA 22091.
Winner of the 1986-87 Interna
tional Student Scholarship Compe
tition was Samir Dayal of India,
who is studying at the University of
Wisconsin in Madison.
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University Chaplain

The ladies of Alpha Chi
Omega proudly present their
terrific fall pledges!
Alina Duhn
Veralyn Gordon
Louise I to

e

Suzie Reich
Cheryl Wagner
Lisa Wrightson

Congratulations!
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Letter to Norman Allen

Mutual respect
With the controversy over the proposed change of
UOP's traditional graduation ceremonies resolved, it
seems appropriate to look at President Atchley's previous
actions and the resulting University feelings.
As is 1 nown, when school began, Atchley announced a
moratorium freezing all spending within the University.
This procedure was taken to help him get a handle on the
current financial instability laid upon the school. But, it
also guaranteed that nothing new or innovative could be
pursued, and forced all administrators to be as tight as pos
sible with their purse strings. Then, the conflict over grad
uation occured, and showed fully his unfamiliarity with both
the students and avenues of procedure on campus.
So the question becomes, what do we think of President
Atchley's decision-making procedures? We realize he did
seek advice, but every adminstrator probably approved
the graduation proposal more because of the precarious
limbo in which their jobs now hang, than because they felt
the proposal was good. It could be rationalized that the
President was misinformed, but if that is the case, then he
should give the administrators guarantees on their jobs, so
they will not be afraid to speak up.
Atchley seems to take action without properly research
ing all channels. He did not use the system before him
to the best of his advantage. The student groups, not just
their leaders, should have been asked for their opinions.
Their response would have given him a wider view of
campus feeling. And ultimately he should have gone to the
student body with the proposal, because he did not really
find out the true feelings of the students until it was too
late. He needs to see the avenues through which he can
work, understand and respect the opinions of the student
body.
, As the situation stands presently, Atchley has alienated the
student body. He was booed during ceremonies at the
football game last Saturday, and there is a feeling that his
vow of listening to students is more-or-less a farce.
It is evident that the President's methods are not
pleasing the University community. It would be a shame
for the present atmosphere to continue. President
Atchley did finally listen to the students, and understood
the correct decision, but unless he becomes more attuned
to the University community and communicates with
greater skill, then the situation can only worsen. He, as
well as the University, is going through a transition, and if
he' wants the relationship to be a compatible and
harmonious one, then hopefully he will listen, under
stand, and respect the opinions of his most important
University body: the students.

Who controls us?
Central America and the Middle East: volatile hotspots of the world. The United States' worst conflicts over
the past ten years have primarily, if not exclusively,
centered in these two areas. One problem is replaced by
another. From kamakazi bombings on Marines, to death
squads, to the mining of the world's oil waters, it never
stops. Our foreign policy is getting us deeper and deeper
into a dangerous well, and we are beginning to drown.
How does it apply to people? Simple. As the saying
goes, "Old men start wars, young men end them." These
diplomatic doings have been escalating consistently since
the beginning of the eighties, and are in a perilous state.
We, the "young, brave, and bold" youth of America
could be expected to put our bodies on the line as old men
sit in Geneva and debate. We, not Reagan, nor
any other leader, could pay the ultimate price for their
constant "banterings."
It's an issue to ponder. Have you seen Full Metal
Jacket, or Platoon? Who wants to die disgustingly with a
bullet in the neck? But what are we to do? Can we change
the system? Is there a way to stop this madness? We
could return to the protests of the sixties, and fight as a
unit against the philosophies of our government, but in
today's world of Young Republicans and extreme Materi
alists, there seems little hope for that.
The benefit given for the Vietnam veterans at the
last football game brings the issue to our door. Do
we, the youth of America, want to go through the horrors
and pain which those men had to face when they were
young? Should we have to?
Our current foreign policy could lead us down a bloody
path, and someday it might come to the point where we,
the young men of America, may have to decide between a
machine-gun, or a quick ride to Canada. If that day
comes, a sad, sad day it will be.

Bravo!

Bravo to the students of UOP! Every student who
stood up and opposed President Atchley's graduation
proposal should be proud. Through your efforts the
President saw our wishes and left the ceremonies as they
have been for the last eighteen years. President Atchley
can be proud in that his proposal caused a student body,
thought to be apathetic and a "cesspool of middle-class
bores," to rise up and show true unity and fighting spirit.
The students of UOP have opinions, and it seems they are
not afraid to speak up. BRAVO!

CPS

"ITS IRAN AfaAlU... U0,M1T A IMUm,-"

Where was Norm ?
Dear Editor:
By now you are well aware that
through student agitation the deci
sion concerning graduation has
been reversed. Ah, the unity of the
student body is incredible isn't it?
My purpose is not to bask in the
sun or attempt to flatter any of the
unsung student "leaders" who
took charge in this intense affair. A
sense of inner satisfaction is all any
of us need. But what of those
student leaders who were for the
idea? What are we to do with
them?
Students holding elected offices
should be accountable to the
students they're supposed to repre
sent. What leadership did we get
from ASUOP on this issue? To be
quite frank, virtually nonel Our
illustrious President Allen is now
tarnished and should hang his head
low — he did nothing to stop the
decision. I, and five other consti
tuent school presidents, met with
Atchley, Norman Allen, and
Speaker of the Senate Tim Rohde
on the Monday before the pacifican announcement. For about an
hour and a half five of us "student
leaders" strongly spoke against the
idea. We gave numerous reasons
why we were adamant over the
UOP tradition — that is, five of
us. Patty Fellows was there for the
pacifican and incorporated the con
side very well into her article.
There were, unfortunately, some
pro "student representatives," who
should have spoken up for the
entire student body and not them
selves. They supported the mass
graduation by their words and ac
tions. Speaker of the Senate Tim
Rohde, currently a junior, said

that he would be in favor of the
proposal for the commencements
he attended last year did not im
press him (so let Tim graduate in a
mass ceremony!) Mr. Dan Doyle,
student body president of the
School of Business, spoke also for
the idea of unification and then
never even began a petition for his
school. Norman Allen said nothing
at the time but appeared agitated'
by the fact that we were against it.
I guess he wanted us to take the
third option he said we had (go
along with the idea and make it the
best it can be — how corny!).
By that Friday, after much peti
tion signing and word of mouth,
Norman Allen began to see which
way the wind was blowing so he
issued a memorandum in which he
stated that he was officially
neutrall Our ASUOP student body
president, who is supposed to rep
resent us, didn't. He even went so
far as to remove the petitions in
our
grocery
store
because
"ASUOP has not made a decision
on the issue." Through nonASUOP leadership the decision
was reversed. Is this all a political
game or what? What right does
Norman Allen now have to put his
memorandum in the ASUOP of
fice and the grocery store that he
took the petition out of??! Amazing!
I thank all of those who helped
and now I hope the average
pacifican reader will remember
who they can't turn to during a
crisis (the same people who take
the bows).

During your campaign last
spring, I listened as you made a
presentation to generate support
for your election to the office of
ASUOP President. At this time,
members of the audience expressed
concern as to your direction:
would you be a true representative
of the student body, or merely a
limp reactionary, guided by the
powers of the Administration?
With hopes of election in mind,
you assured us that it was your
philosophy to place the desires of
the students ahead of selfish politi
cal ambitions and pressure applied
from the Administration.
Unfortunately (and much to our
disappointment) an incident of
great controversy has arisen which
has confirmed our fears of last
spring. The incident of which I
speak is the decision by President
Atchley to eliminate the traditional
commencement ceremonies on
Knoles lawn.
If you are a true conveyor of
student desires, why is the tone of
your comments (October 8, the

pacificiari) so laissez-faire? You
made no mention of what you did
to try to dissuade Atchley from his
enormously unpopular decision. I
realize that no vote was taken, 1 it
in that case the appropriate course
of action should have been a
strong
written
and
verbal
opposition through the propei
channels.
Perhaps our support for a stu
dent leader would best be given to a
person who truly deserves it: Tracy
Martin, Student President of the
Conservatory of Music. Martin ac
tually did what a leader is supposed
to do - she stood up for the
majority opinion and voiced it
firmly in the same forum in which
you miserably failed to "address
the concerns of the student body."
Perhaps Tracy is interested in
seeking the Office of ASUOP Pre
sident. If not, you Norman, would
be wise to acquire some of her
drive, dedication and forthrightness.

Dear Editor:
I am one of the 963 students
who voted for progressive bands in
UPBEAT's survey. I am also one
of the students who chose not to
attend Progressive Dance Party 1,
and my response to Doug
Murphy's letter in the October 8
pacifican is ... WELL EXCUUUUSE ME!
You have every right to be
disappointed with the poor turn
out, but I see no reason for you to
fly off the handle and hit us with
this huge guilt trip. I'm sorry, I
didn't realize that participating in
your survey obligated me to attend
your concerts.
But most of all, you do ail
progressive music fans a great dis
service by assuming that we all
have identical tastes. We're not
just carbon copies of each other. In
fact, I doubt that you could find
two people with the same defini
tion of "progressive" music.
As it happens, The Call is not
one of my favorite groups. They

are a fine progressive band, but
that doesn't mean that every pro
gressive music fan has to like them.
I've seen them live before and they
just don't appeal to me that much.
So when you say that students'
demands were met, but they didn't
respond, I would disagree. 1
wouldn't be so quick to assume
that you truly met the demands of
the students. If you had, the place
would have been packed.
Perhaps a faulty assessment of
our demands should be included in
the list of possible reasons for the
low turn out. Let's face it.
Promoting concerts is a risky busi
ness, involving a keen awareness of
what will go over well, when, and
at what price. It's a gamble —
sometimes you win, sometimes you
lose. When you lose, you can lose
gracefully. As it is, I'm afraid that
you come off sounding a bit like a
cry baby.
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Demands not met?

Robert Gale
A Progressive Music Fan

Pacific Talks. • -Should graduation
be changed to a mass ceremony?

Noise distracting
the process of taking a midterm. I
understand that certain work needs
to be done on campus. In fact, I
encourage such work in order to
keep
the
campus
looking
respectable, but I think we need to
remember the reason we are all
here. The scholastic endeavors of
the students should be the number
one priority. The quality of our
education should never be jeopar
dized simply because the grass
needs to be mowed. If the groundskeepers and maintenence crews
would simply be a little more con
siderate of the students, everybody
would be better off. Although it
might be a bit of an inconvenience
to schedule work when there are no
Dear Editor:
I am very concerned with the classes in session nearby, the stu
recent proposal made by President dents deserve to be able to hear the
Atchley to have a single com lecturer in class, or be able to
mencement ceremony in the Spanos concentrate during a test. I think
Center. Did our new president the University needs to re-evaluate
actually listen to student input, or its policy toward such work; after
was this proposal presented to our all, if there were no students there
student "representatives" with the would be no grass to mow and no
decision already made? Also, what potholes to fill.
are the benefits of having a single
Doug Takeuchi
ceremony?
Last week in the pacifican, Pre
sident Atchley stated, "This deci
sion was made as a result of
in-depth study and discussion by
all areas of the University." Why
were we, the students, not made Dear Editor:
aware of this "study?" Perhaps
I write to express the thanks of
the President realized that many of the Pacific and San Joaquin Coun
us would not agree with the idea of ty chapters of the Council for
holding our commencement cere Exceptional Children (CEQ to the
mony in the Spanos Center.
pacifican for the article of October
Now, Atchley, who did not lis 1, on the CEC player of the game.
ten to the students when making
I would like to emphasize that
his decision, says that he wants us without the support and assistance
to "play a central role in the of Dr. Carl Miller, director
development of this new ap- of athletics; Chris Peterson,
proach." Where was this "central marketing and promotions; and
role" when the decision was made? Jeff Minahan, assistant to the
Maybe
he
wants
our sports information director, this
representatives to "rubber stamp" unique program would not have
his future suggestions in order to been as successful as it is.
legitimize them. Voice your opini
Thanks again to Dr. Miller,
on. Write to your student represen Chris Peterson, Jeff Minahan, and
tatives and to the President him the pacifican.
self.
Bob MacMillan, Ed.D.
Christopher T. Norris
Associate Professor

r.c ur r "

Todd Mclntyre

Antonio Porras

Dear Editor:
The purpose of this letter is to
voice my complaint over the Uni
versity's policy regarding loud
work (construction, gardening,
etc.) near classrooms while classes
are in session. On October 1 of this
year the maintenence crews chose
to repair the potholes on Campus
Way just outside of Knoles Hall at
nine in the morning. The noise was
very distracting to the classes in
session, especially to our exposi
tory writing class since we were in
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Mark Kriskovich
Junior
Bio - chem
I think that the maintenance of the
traditional commencement should
be kept for the integrity of the
institution.

Jane Santana
English
I feel the mass graduation is the
wrong choice, because the parents
are here to see the students
graduate, and I don't think they
would come.

Deaf ears?

11111

1

Kirk Bailey

Junior
Business
I think it's gonna be kind of a bad
idea because people aren't going to
want to sit for that long. I think it's
going to be a big hassle.

Thank you

JennieWiley
Sophomore
Music Education
I think it's important that we es
tablish the personality of a small,
private university, and by moving
it in the Spanos Center, making a
big production, then we're not
being able to define the big public
university from the small private
university.

Elise Keeley
Freshman
Undeclared Major
I would like to see it stay because
it's more individualized, more spe
cific to what your own major is.
More personal, not a big fiasco in
one big day.
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The blessing of failure
Gary Putnam
University Chaplain
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professor ojEnglish

what's the state of ,American
,. .
, Humor?
,
asks this handsome,
bright junior English major. And would you say a few words about it in
the pocificon! (The handsome, brt, J.E.M. is also a pacifican editor.)
I look thoughtfully serious... and temporize: "Well, yes, that's an
rid
interesting question. Indeed it is. Ahem, yes. Let me check my schedule
the
and get back to you. All the time, my nerves are screaming "What a
N!P*
question! What would a professor of English Lit know about it
for
anyway?"
st be giv
e
e>
Anyway, it's a comic bind I'm in. I ask my students to write on topics
{bat make them stretch and take chances. Now I've been asked.
\\
'V'U of -j
That night I dream that I'm pursued by English majors yelling "What
is it? Why? Why? When they get close to me, they throw term
is
papers at me, some of which are heavy and have sharp edges. There's a
juisapprehension that English majors are soft. They're not. They're
and P for the tough as pigs' noses, with hides like rhinoceroses.
'orum^'^ it
I wake up exhausted, asking myself What is it? Why?
^ to ,w|licli
Why, for example, are there almost as many comedians today as there
are lawyers? More than accountants? How can such a conservative
period breed so much comedy? There were fewer comedians back there in
the age of aquarius and they seemed more serious. Remember the
likes of Lennie, Dick Gregory, Mort Sahl?
There's a lot of comic theory to draw on, but the pac ed. handsome,
*nd f0rt?. her J.E.M. wants to know about America today, not about Victorian
0rHh .
t
England. Fortunately, this all occurs two days before ASUOP brings in
those three fine standup comics. Standup seems to be where it's at today,
and I'm reviewing the performance for the Stockton Record.
rodd
Mcll%e
Here's the plan then: I'll frame a thesis, illustrate it, and then check it
Pi
+•
out with the comics: Steve Barkley, Ellen Degeneres, and Bob Sarlatte. I
tell the J.E.M. pac ed. "Yes."
THESIS: Today's Comedy is more conservative than that of the 60s,
and- but
in that it differs somewhat in purpose from the main movement of
•
^Pro- comedy in western culture, and that it tends to go in one of two
lst0'ike then,,
directions; towards either escapism or cynicism.
1. CONSERVATIVE — Today's comedy doesn't focus on the issues
^and the,
the way "comedians of the last phase" did. Social abuses, political
' ^,hatmuch,
'nat students' analysis -- these areas don't seem to attract the attention of to
ut they didn't
day's comic artists. Have you SEEN Bork on the box? Have you listened
disagree. ] to his answers? It's a set up for some comedian, but no one's dealing with
^ lo assume it. (Of course there's plenty of room to question the questions of the
demands of questioners, too.)
Yes, we have some comedy of substance, like "Doonesbury," but I
ad. the place
ked.
also hear that Trudeau is hard to understand (like Charles Dickens) and
assessment of that Garfield satisfies without upsetting.
1 be included in
Comedy traditionally has a purpose. It criticizes some social aspect,
masons for the something that people do, in order to change it. But when I asked those
ft's face it. three gifted comics who performed at UOP about the purpose of their
is a risky busi- comedy, they said there wasn't one. Degeneres said flatly,
ti awareness of "It hasn't a purpose."
If today's comedy is not beamed at the intelligence for the purposes of
ell. when, and
social
criticism, if it presently inhabits the world of Garfield instead of
a gamble mirroring
closely what's actually happening, how can we explain its
sometimes you
e. you can lose function? Its popularity?
Sarlatte, said that "comedy is the rock and roll of the eighties."
I'm afraid thai
Degeneres
and the other comic, Barkley, did not disagree in substance.
ling a bit like a
So comedy today is primarily dedicated to:
2. ESCAPE — comedy today not only does not deal head-on with
current
issues and problems; it avoids them.
Robert Gale
Barkley's routine is typical: he took the audience to the toy store,
si>e Music Fan
where he compared slick new toys with awful old stuff we had to play
—t i] .with as children. Barbie has changed a lot. You can now buy "Ninja
nIk S
S If
: ;r(idnation Barbie and her flying breasts of death.'! Barkley deadpans, "I always
j wondered why those things were pointed."
nw">
I
j
Threads of theme appear: Change. That's a big one. Violence.
Another big one. The toys Barkley makes up, like the AKA water rifle
with its 5 gallon "Cartridge belt," and the optional can of napalm, all
sound pretty violent (Barkley complains that he only had a one-shot
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The current state of American humor — does it have a purpose?
"So

Puliation islhe

\

A Texas rancher was visiting a California fanner. The Californian
was justly proud of his 80 acres of rich, productive orchards.' Is this
your whole farm?" the Texan asked. "Why, back in Texas I get in
my car at 5:00 in the morning and I drive and drive all day. At dusk I
just reach the other end of my ranch." The California farmer thought
for a while and replied, "I used to have a car like that, too.
We can laugh about cars that fail, but failure for you and me is
usually seen as no laughing matter.
,
In our success-oriented society, failure is a major problem. There is
something wrong with us if we fail. Our failures are an embarrass
ment, a subject of shame that need to be hidden, to be denied or
blamed on someone else.
, ,
.
For whatever reasons, many of us spend our whole life covering p
failure, blaming others, finding excuses — not realizmg it is okay to be
imperfect. Some of us continue to live with the burdens of failures of
the past. For some it was fumbling on the five yard line. For others
failures of the past involve exams, freezing up in an emergency, or
failures in a relationship. Failures of the past can be milestones to
weigh down our entire lives.
.
,
Failure can be a blessing. While I do not encourage people to seek to
fail, I know that anyone who reaches for the stars will M..All of us
fail at something. Some frustrated persons live by the motto Don t
do anything you can't do well." Unless they are among the best they
will not even try. This may apply to singing, bowlm®fJft£™ot
For them the surest way to remain a winner is to win onceand then not
Play anymore. The greatest failure is to follow
,
Persistence. Their motto is "To be sure of hitting the target, shoot
first and whatever you hit, call it your target.
.
, f
<•
There are those timid souls who remam ind^ve for f<^r of
making a mistake. They will not do anything fbr fear of doing
something wrong. Not to decide is to decide. Ind^on s an ad^
Uself. To refrain from doing anything for fear of
we aUovv
mistake than almost any error we could mf\e; ^ Llureisan
ourselves to fail some of the time, we will never take rofc.Failure b_an
avenue to growth. Failure is actually a better teacher than success, but
she seldom finds an apple on her desk.

;m«nrtant to life

to Z. we will nev^risjcgreatly. it

« are fully sure we eau do, we will never erow
' M a y . T h e O l y m p i c s p r i n t e r I
S
i
*
8
?
Wonds, yet he tries and tnes for
all costs,
Wx
odjn
failure
status quo, accepting everything as it is, a
then the world will receive nothing
discover limits to our
Failure is important in that it max
thines We are not
abilities. When we fail, we realize we cannoUo^^ «dcpendent ^
Bie Almighty. We discover that we are
We thought. We do need other
""'""coming out of a small
plege, everything seemed to^
/^d^thletically. During that
hgh school, I had achieved academical Y
everything within the
lu avw
K
_
.J
ninV
**ond year of college I set out to
,I U<kA
had pink
age Messiah
r«tlm of possibilities of your average
M
and
had
lost
a
lasses
sliPs announcing my poor performance in
learned
^Pus-wide election by a few votes. Forone whona
•»«!> about failure, I was getting *
being a parent,
My father, in ail of the wisdom that_coraes wu
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Luger water pistol). And some Freudian critic somewhere can raise a lot
of questions about Barkley's view of the battle of the sexes with Ninja
Barbie. This is no Mommy doll.
But - Barkley
never makes any of
these points.
The implication in fact is the reverse. We are in the midst of great change,
questioning sex roles, and we sometimes seem to be swamped by violence.
Barkley's routine tends to diffuse all that (or "De-mistify," the current
buzz-word). We laugh as a group about these things, and leave the
auditorium feeling better about all of those real-life problems we can't
solve.
Quite a bit of UOP's comedy night is just for laughs. The auditorium,
for instance: It's now the Faye Spanos Concert Hall. Wow! That sounds
serious! Sarlatte walks out and says, "Yeah, the gym looks good
tonight." (laughter)
3. CYNICAL — Why does the audience like Sarlatte's little sneer at
our fine new concert hall? What is it that these comics are helping us to
escape?
Could it be the age of limits? Whoever the audience is for today's
comedy, it contains those former radicals and baby boomers who faced
the burning issues of the 60's — and found no solutions. What have we
solved? Hunger, racism, sexism, the nuclear threat? A lot of energy was
expended by a lot of people with no tangible results. So they bagged it,
trading new toys for anti-nuke rallies, BMW's for babies.
They're often joined by their children — you. There's a big audience
out there, an amalgam of the Monty Python, David Letterman, Saturday
Night Live Segments of society. In a word, the "Latenight" crowd. Their
comedy is a form of gallows humor. It's like being on death row, but
there's something funny about it. Sad, but funny.
George Carlin: "America has lost its soul, so now
we're going to save our body. We won't be good people, but
we'll be able to run around the block eight times."
And with that, we reach the end of the easy generalizations.
Carlin has a lot in common with Mort Sahl, especially his anger. He
has imaged his mission for years as the kind of guy who throws turds into
punch bowls -- especially at weddings. "If I can say something that will
shoot down a popular notion, especially if it's something people are
mindlessly flocking to because they're supposed to, I'll do it."
With comics like Carlin still in the game, we can suspect that
traditional comedy of criticism, of social purpose is probably just waiting
in the wings, re-charging its batteries.
Meanwhile, today's comedy helps us get through the day-to-day. It's
the rock and roll of the 80's. .A student friend invited me to a
Sacramento comedy club about three years ago. His high school age
brother was also going. I asked why and the kid gave a stunning answer.
It was better than dumb t.v., he said, cheaper than drugs, and didn't
waste him like alcohol.
Right! It's a day-to-day life without much purpose. What's the best
way to escape it? A 21 year old undercover cop was quoted in last
Sunday's Record as saying:
"It's easy to fool kids. They live day to day. One kid accused me of
being a narc and a week later he sold me a gram of methamphetamine."
Or what about tooling around the L.A. freeways last summer? When
riding shotgun wasn't just a phrase. The old West lives again!
Or the UOP student who used my pencil sharpener last week. He looks
at the least sleepy, at the most...He's wearing a t-shirt that says "You can
lead me to college, but you can't make me think." Is this kind of stuff
funny? To whom? The peer group? Would they laugh with or at him?
His parents? Teachers?
Everywhere we turn, we're on the edge of serious business. How can
these things be funny? (According to comic theory they are all richly
Comic. Maybe not funny.) To the the guy with the t-shirt's mother,
probably black comedy. To a serious educator maybe theater of the
absurd.
Today's comedy says that, looked at from one perspective, such
chose that moment to write me, "I failed m college but the fault was
not the instructor, nor the school, but me, because through lack of
enough early study and failure to seek and accept help, I failed. My
teacher wanted me to stay on, but feeling some self pity, I just dropped
out. However, when I re-enrolled, I was on the ball by getting down to
work and, believe it or not, I enjoyed my courses!"
My father's support and wisdom were very welcome. However, that
is not the last time 1 failed. I have accumulated a prize-winning
collection. In fact, you could say, I have been very successful at
failure. Through the times of not succeeding, I have learned a great
deal. Failure is one of the ways we learn limits to our own strength.
Failure is also one of the ways we are reminded of how much we need
other people.
In our American life, there is probably no more revered person than
Abraham Lincoln, yet his life was filled
with failure and
disappointment. In 1831 Lincoln's little business failed. Then in
successive years he was defeated for the legislature and failed in
business again. He was finally elected to the legislature, but Ann
Rutledge, his fiance, died. Her death sent Lincoln into a deep
depression. In 1838 he was defeated for legislative speaker and in '40
and '43 lost the elections. Finally in 1846 he was elected to Congress,
but lost in '48 and again in '55 and again in '58. In 1860 Lincoln was
elected to the Presidency. If humility was one of Lincoln's needs, he
had ample schooling. Some of us have higher expectations for
ourselves than we have for Abraham Lincoln.
Sometimes failures may be telling us that we are pursuing the wrong
things. There may be goals that others expect of us, but we really do
not want for ourselves.
Not succeeding may help us to learn that failure in a task does not
mean we are a failure as a person. Failure is not a measure of our
worth, but a reflection of our willingness to try and to grow.
In failure we discover a strength beyond our own. When we are
under stress, we need to retreat—to get away, to think, to reflect. We
need to ask for help from friends and advisors. In our failures, we
learn that we alone cannot do it all.
I invite you to strive for goals beyond that which is presently
possible. You will undoubtedly fail in some ways. That is a genuine
blessing! Fail grandly. Set your ideals for service to humanity so high
that one lifetime could not accomplish them. If you achieve all of your
goals, what is left to living?
Failure can be forgiven. It is hard to forgive low aim.

Re -flagging the Gulf

happenings are too wild to be really Real. It's fringe lunacy, man, and
that's laughable — the laughter of Escape. On a different plane in the
same perspective, these happenings are so serious that you've got tp
laugh, cry, or get mad. (Put those young dopers in work camps, shoot
down those freeway cowboys!) They can't be real people can they? So
let's give'em that gallows laugh.
Either way, the problems are too big. You can't solve them, so don't
waste your energy. Save it for...What? Sex. Degeneres has her audience
in the palm of her hand: "I think it's interesting — it's a part of people's
lives." (a roar goes up at this understatement). "It's a lot like riding a
bike, except I can never remember peddling."
These are not really one-liners. Degeneres and her colleagues dislike
comedy that relies on canned t.v.-type humor, cheap shots, "dick" jokes,
and one-liners. This material is transitional, as she moves from one
subject (fitness) to another (love). She's making a routine, right before
your eyes. For you! She's thoroughly professional, and the talk is that
she'll have her own t.v. sitcom next year. She's one of the best. But she
denies having a sense of purpose. Barkley and Sarlatte agree with her. It's
the Rock and Roll of the 80's.
EPILOGUE: Last night I had another scary dream. I was running the
gauntlet between two lines of English Majors, who were just watching.
Behind me was a large crowd of young people, led by the sleepy guy in
the t-shirt. I was running like hell and I couldn't understand how he was
keeping up. He wasn't really running. Maybe propelled by some kind of
gas. Then the course became a track, and after each lap kristin rinaker
would take her favorite rubber stamp and stamp "EXPLAIN" on my
forehead.
I knew I hadn't explained the really interesting WHY'S behind today's
comedy. Why it's a bit different from the mainstream of the past. Why
an artist chooses the comic vision over another, and what kind of
techniques he or she uses to objectify that vision. Why so much great
comedy is not funny, as we presently use that term.
But, all these questions will be answered in Part II. It won't be in the
pacifican. They wouldn't want it. But when you talk to the brt, hndsm,
pac ed. J.E.M. - ask him (or her) and probably they'll share it with
you.
real American say in the outcome left the Marines exposed to what
became one of the worst disasters in the history of the Corps. Henry
Kissinger has recently argued that direct U.S. involvement in the Gulf
"stakes American military prestige" on "the outcome of the land
war." But that war will be won or lost on the ground by Iran or Iraq
— Washington can do little to affect that outcome directly.
The Reagan administration seems to have responded to a deliberate
Iraqi attack on the U.S.S. Stark (37 dead) by joining with attacker Iraq
against Iran, through providing costly and dangerous military
protection free to one of the richest states in the world (Kuwait), so
that its tankers can safely carry oil to Japan, American economic
public enemy number one. How does this all make sense? Consider
the following:
HOW DID IT START?
When Iraq invaded Iran on September 22, 1980, it looked like
a real advantage for the U.S. Most immediately, by providing the
Iranian revolutionary regime with a concrete target for unifying
nationalist outrage against an actual attacker, it made the American
hostages much less valuable as a symbolic target, and led to their
release. In the longer run, it looked at first (to Washington and many
other observers) as if the Iraqis would easily defeat an Iran in the
throes of revolutionary change, thereby bringing down the Khomeini led government and inflicting other punishment on the hated Iranians.
So, despite the fact that the U.S. had for years branded the Iraqis as
Moscow puppets and had no diplomatic relations with Baghdad,
Washington at first took an officially neutral position, since the
outcome which it expected to occur (without any outside intervention)
was just what it would have liked in any case.
In fact, however, just the opposite happened. The Iranian regime
was strengthened, rather than weakened, by the invasion, and after
severe initial losses, rallied its forces and its peoples to drive the
invaders back out and cross into Iraqi territory in July 1982. In the five
years since that counter-invasion, Iran has steadily clawed its way
closer to complete control of Iraq's narrow access to the sea and its
major southern city of Basra. But it has not been able to finish the job.
THE TANKER WAR
Iraq's response to this unexpected and devastating turn of events
was to expand its air war (directed heavily at Iranian cities in the early
days of the war) to emphasize Iranian oil production facilities and
tankers in the Gulf, beginning in March 1984. Iran countered by
attacking the shipping of Iraq's allies, such as Kuwait and Saudi
Arabia. To date, Iraq has attacked about twice as much shipping as
Iran, and the attacks have had a higher impact on Iran (since all of
Iran's oil must get out through the Gulf, while Iraq now ships its oil by
pipeline through Turkey and Saudi Arabia).
As Iraq's position weakened, the Reagan Administration moved
away from its position of strict neutrality into one more supportive of
Iraq (although this public stance was undercut somewhat by the covert
dealings with Iran in 1985/86. To restore credibility with Iraq and the
Gulf States (from whom Washington has been unsuccessfully seeking
basing rights for years), and to complete its move to replace Britain as
the Protector of the Gulf, the U.S. began its re-flagging operation last
summer.
The attack on the Stark provided the final impetus for this step,
combined with the sense that Moscow would be moving in if the U.S.
didn't. The former event as a reason for intensifying action against
Iran makes no sense at all, and the latter can only be understood in the
typical Reagan fashion of reducing all the complexities of internation
al politics to the single calculus of John Wayne vs. Godless
Communism. (Soviet policy has been fairly consistent, and unaggres
sive, since the earliest days of the war, which it perceives as of no overall
benefit to the USSR.)
In any event, the U.S. has now concentrated 50 ships and support
craft (with more that 30,000 personnel) in the Gulf and nearby, at an
expense running in the tens of millions per day, with neither
accomplishable objective nor clear timetable in view. Incidents will
continue to multiply', and the future becomes sadly predictable.
WHAT NOW?
War. Since the Reagan Administration clearly wants in, U.S.
involvement in at least the naval war in the Gulf now seems inevitable.
Although that would be punishing for the Iranians, it would be
nowhere near fatal, and will have the effect of stiffening their
resistance, since the entry of the Great Satan into the lists against them
will only confirm their views of their own righteousness. And they will
make the U.S. pay too, enduring a long struggle and picking tactics
(such as the use of mines against the reflagged Bridgeton which are
cheap and easy for the attacker, but difficult and expensive to defend
against).
The U.S. will also be driven further into the arms of the unsavory
regime of Saddam Hussein, which, even with an army close to the size
of the Iranians and an arms budget four times that of
Tehran's (leading to a weapons and technology advantage estimated at
about 8:1, and a willingness to resort to gas warfare), has been unable
to maintain its own lines and still may lose on the ground.
What should be done instead? The true national interest would be
served only by an end to the war, with the two sides negotiating from
approximately the positions held right now. Most of the other world
powers are interested in promoting such a settlement, and joining with
them (including the nasty Soviets), rather than recklessly going it
alone, would more truly serve U.S. interests. That would mean
backing out of the Gulf, of course, which now would be a rather
difficult exercise. But, just as it would have made sense to withdraw
the Marines from Lebanon in 1983 before they were slaughtered and
the U.S. was forced to withdraw anyway, so too would it make sense
to revise our Gulf policy now. Any other course is folly.
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Dr. Gerald Hewitt
Professor of Political Science and Philosophy

We are in the Gulf as a non-belligerent party. I do not see the
danger of war. I do not know how it could possibly start.
— President Ronald Reagan, 26 May 1987.
1. Why is the U.S.A. continuing its massive military buildup —
already the largest since Vietnam — in the confined and dangerous
space of the Gulf?
a. To keep oil prices down.
b. To protect freedom of the seas.
c. To block out the Soviet Union, d. To punish Iran.
e. To make sure Iraq doesn't lose. f. To control the Saudis.
g. To overcome the consequences — both at home and in the Middle
East — of the Iran/Contra scandals.
h. All of the above.
As the deadliest war in half a century plunges into its eighth year,
and shoot-outs between U.S. helicopter gunships and Pasdaran
speedboats bring widened conflict ever closer, the question of
Washington's objectives in the Gulf becomes all the more pressing.
U S. military leaders have consistently opposed the current Gulf
operation for fear it will turn into a replay of 1983 in Lebanon, where
the jack of a clear military objective, some definite timetable, and any
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Pressure to divest increases
NEW YORK, NY (CPS) - As a
nationwide series of planned
anti-apartheid protests approaches
this month, activists expect the
pressure on campuses to sell their
shares in firms that do business in
segregationist South Africa will be
more intense than ever.
This, the activists note, is the
first protest season since the Rever
end Leon H. Sullivan called for
U.S. businesses to withdraw from
South Africa.
In 1977, Sullivan authored the
Sullivan Principles, a list of civil
rights that companies agreed to
respect among their South African
employees, regardless of color.
Scores of colleges, unwilling to
take the financial losses of selling
their shares in the firms, adopted
policies requiring the companies to
comply with the principles.
Yet ink June, the Philadelphia
minister and civil rights leader,
frustrated by the South African
government's unwillingness to
dismantle apartheid and its mount
ing violence, called on firms to
stop trying to make the best of a
bad situation, and to pull out of
the country altogether.
The announcement effectively
left campuses that endorsed the
principles without an investment
policy.
Fifty-nine of the nation's biggest
campuses had adopted the Sullivan
Principles, the Investor Responsibi
lity Research Center in Washing
ton, D.C., says.
"It's hard to say what will hap
pen," said Dartmouth College spokes
man Alex Huppe, adding Sulli
van's call "has escalated the
(Dartmouth Board of) trustees'
concern, in terms of direction. It

does add fuel to the discussion."
"Sullivan's comments definitely
will put pressure on schools to
divest," said Josh Nessen, the stu
dent coordinator of the American
Committee on Africa.
Anti-apartheid efforts on Amer
ican campuses began in 1963, but
were never much of a force until
this decade.
As recently as 1984, Nessen's
group would piggyback antiapartheid rallies with more popular
causes like disarmament in order to
draw crowds.
But in January, 1985, without
much prodding from Nessen's
group, anti-apartheid sit-ins and
demonstrations suddenly exploded
on dozens of campuses, and the
momentum built to involve as ma
ny as 100,000 students in April
demonstrations.
Since then, however, the crowds
and intensity of the campus move
ment gradually have dwindled as
trustees began to sell their schools'
shares and confrontations with
conservative student groups, who
regularly began to vandalize pro
test shanties at Utah, Texas,
Dartmouth,
Johns
Hopkins,
North Carolina and other campus
es, sapped activists' energies.
Nessen, though, hopes Sulli
van's call will start an antiapartheid revival during the weeklong teach-ins and rallies his group
has planned on during October.
Nessen's group was finishing
plans for the October rallies, and
was unable to say how many cam
puses will be involved. Last Octo
ber, activists on about 60 campuses
joined the protest.
Sullivan's call for divestment, he
said, "removes another pillar from

the argument of investment. I
think a lot more schools will feel
more pressure. There's less justifi
cation not to divest."
"I'm sure the Board of Trustees
will consider Reverend Sullivan's
statements," said Ron Sauder, a
spokesman for John Hopkins Uni
versity, which uses the principles
to guide its South African invest
ments.
The University of Pennsylvania,
according to spokesman Fred
Richards, already has moved in the
same direction as Sullivan. Penn
sylvania's trustees, he said, plan to
sell their stocks in companies that
do business in South Africa if
those firms don't pull out by June,
1988.
Dartmouth's trustees, however,
prefer to remain as stockholders in
companies that operate in South
Africa, hoping the school can in
fluence corporate decision-making,
Huppe said.
"The only way we feel we can
make a difference is as a sharehold
er." The number of companies in
Dartmouth's stock portfolio that
operate in South Africa, he said,
has dropped "30 or 40 percent" in
recent years.
Student anti-apartheid activists
welcome Sullivan's change of
heart, although they say his call for
divestment has come too late.
"His comments are important,
critical, and it took a lot of pres
sure on Sullivan for him to come
out so strongly," said Charlotte
Hitchcock, a Yale graduate student
who is active in that school's antiapartheid movement. "But it's too
little too late."
Still,
Hitchcock
added,
"Sullivan gave us more ammuni-

Cheating: Biden is not alone
WASHINGTON D.C. (CPS) —
Senator Joseph Biden (D-Del.)
may have been embarrassed by
revelations that, as a student in
1965, he cheated on a law school
paper, but cheating remains
widespread on American campuses
today, various sources say.
Thirty to fifty percent of all college
students say they've cheated during
their academic careers, researcher
William Raffetto found in a Car
negie Commission report in 1985.
Duke, Indiana, Pennsylvania
and Georgia Universities, among
others, reported increases in the
number of accusations — though
not necessarily offenses — from
1985-86 to the 1986-87 school
years.
At Duke, accusations of cheat
ing increase when individual pro
fessors take steps to curb academic

Rubes®

dishonesty, said Dean of Student
Life Sue Wasiolek. Twenty-three
students were charged with cheat
ing during the 1986-87 academic
year, she said; 14 were charged the
previous year and 12 were accused
of cheating during 1984-85.
The increase is not due to a
campuswide, organized crack
down, Wasiolek said, but because
individual faculty members have
become more aware of the prob
lem.
On September 17, Biden — a
candidate for the Democratic
presidential nomination — admit
ted that he'd turned in a paper as a
first-year law student at Syracuse
University in 1965 that included
five pages lifted directly from a
published law review article.
Biden also misrepresented his
academic record during a recent

By Leigh Rubin

campaign appearance, according
to Newsweek. Biden reportedly
said he graduated in the top half of
his law school class, but actually
finished 76th in a class of 85. Biden
reportedly also said he attended
law school on a full scholarship,
but actually received a partial schol
arship based on financial need, the
magazine said.
When caught in 1965, Biden
convinced the law school to let him
take the course again.
"I did something very stupid 23
years ago," Biden said in a Wash
ington, D.C., press conference
last week.
But Biden might not have been
allowed to retake the course if he
was a student today.
Wasiolek said an ethics review
board may show mercy to an under
graduate for Biden's offense, but,
for
law
school
students,
"ignorance is not an acceptable
defense. Law students are expected
to know how to footnote a re
search paper."
Schools, in fact, are more vigil
ant in watching students these
days.
Indeed, on August 31 the Uni
versity of Texas' Measurement and
Evaluation Center boasted that its
new practice of photographing stu
dents has helped decrease cheating
on placement exams.
Texas also okayed, without en
dorsing, a teaching assistant's
practice of searching students'
backpacks as they enter his class to
take tests.
Yale suspended eight students
September 4 for the fall semester
for allegedly cheating on a takehome physics exam last spring.

tion that might instill some fire in
the movement. Since he s a black
minister, his remarks could help
get minority students involved in
what has been a white, middleclass movement.
Sullivan, vacationing out of the
country, could not be reached for
comment.
.
Sullivan's call, said Penn student
and anti-apartheid activist Polly
Farnum, will "hopefully refocus
our educational efforts.
"Students are more insprired by
the people of South Africa and
their suffering," Nessen explained.
"But Sullivan's comments are
encouraging to the student move
ment."
"If there is pressure for the
University to divest," said Brown
University
spokesman
Eric
Broudy, "it wiU come from the
students. We expect a lot of pres
sure when the students return,
given Reverend Sullivan's change
of mind, that there will be pressure
on the administration to divest
from South Africa."
In fact, student pressure has
already forced one school to sell
investments with companies that
operate in South Africa. In June,
Oberlin College's trustees voted to
divest primarily because of student
pressure, spokeswoman Barbara
Chalsma said.
Anti-apartheid protests at Ober
lin, Chalsma said, "were taking
too much time out of our real
mission: to educate students. The
protests were disrupting the cam
pus." Oberlin's trustees voted to
divest, she said, because South
African-related holding "placed
burdens on other educational op
portunities."

Racial tension
running high
AMHERST, MASS, (CPS) —
The University of Massachussetts
continued its crackdown on whites
who foster racial tensions on the
campus September 18 when it sus
pended a white student who broke
the windshield of a black student's
car.
The student, whose name was
not released, was suspended for a
year.
The suspension grew out of a
May 14, 1987, incident at which
Theta Chi fraternity members re
portedly shouted racial slurs at
three black students as they walked
to their cars, and then threw a rock
through the windshield.
Theta Chi members said they
were retaliating because one of the
black students had urinated on one
of their cars, but the black students
denied the charge.
By May, racial tensions at the
University of Massachussetts cam
pus were running high, due to an
October, 1986, brawl in which five
white students beat up a black
classmate.
In mid-September, University of
Massachussetts officials disciplined
some of the white students in
volved in last fall's incident, mak
ing them take "sensitivity" cours
es.
Many other campuses — includ
ing Tufts, Pennsylvania, The Cita
del, Maryland, UCLA and Michi
gan-suffered confrontations be
tween black and white students dur
ing the 1986-87 school year, and
virtually all issued statements
during the summer promising to
install some kind of palliative mea-

classifieds classifieds classifieds
1962 Chevy Corvair. White with
light blue interior. Only 3Kmiles
on rebuilt engine. Very depend
able! $1600, 931-0307 anytime.

Fate prevented Norman Smith from completing the
last chapter of "How to Get Away with Murder."

Become a pacifican
AU

2 recliners — covers in excellent
condition. $175 for large, $150
for medium. Call after 5 p.m.
M-Th or all day F, S, and S.
931-2514.

Dear Matt King,
Have you heard? Apocalypse
II is doing wonderful at the box
office. Are you interested in
playing an attorney in my new
film Norman does LSA 7? Call
me, we'll do lunch.
Hugs and Kisses
Stefanie Powers
P.S. Good Luck on the LSAT.

Manager needed for
10

* hourly wages and commission
* valuable experience
* great potential

call 946-2155 for more information

Pacific Men's

Basketball Team
Contact Coach O'Neill in Men's Basketball Office at
946-2341 ASAP.
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'Cosby' spin-off
draws attention
character's clothes were so «"tj
out" that they detracted from thl^*
plot.
'[
But in general, most seemed to
agree
with
student
Beverljj
Hillman's summation: "That wan
a good show. I was surprised, very ^ 4 ^ .

. ATLANTA, GA. (CPS)-- Twen
ty-one students gathered in the
lounge at a dorm at Spelman o
lege September 24, waiting wit
some
eagerness
and
some
skepticism for the show "A Diner ent World" to begin.

much surprised."

The students had some specia
reasons to be excited: the fictiona
black college at which the show
takes place is based on Spelman,
and the production company had
filmed location shots on the cam
pus, which had competed with sev
eral other local black colleges for
the privilege.
And Spelman, a 105-year-old
black women's college, had other
things at stake: unprecedented and
invaluable national exposure for
the school and black colleges in
general.
No one at Spelman, at the
show's production company or at
the United Negro College Fund
could remember another television
program that has featured a pre
dominantly black college.
"A Different World" is a spin
off from the top rated Bill Cosby
Show tracing the experiences of
Cosby's character's daughter, Denise Huxtable — played by Lisa
Bonet — away from home for the
first time.
"It's about the college experi
ence, also the maturing process, the
process of growing from childhood
to adulthood. The college is an
important environment for that
process," explained Joel Brokaw,
publicist for the show's production
company.
The students watching at Spel
man recognized it.
Introductory scenes of Denise
Huxtable moving into her dormi
tory elicited groans of recollection,
while the dorm itself was remini
scent of Spelman's McVicar Hall,
which is similarly old, warm and
has rounded windows.
Another viewer recognized a
framed print in one scene as an
enlargement of the card the college
sends each student at Christmas, a
card handpainted every year by
Spelman graduate Varnette Honeywood.
Others thought the characters
and situations seemed familiar, in
cluding the everpresent, overeager
young man trying to hustle Denise
and the "my roommate hates me"
syndrome.
Not everyone was impressed.
"That Denise," said one student,
"was an unbelievable character."
Another viewer thought the

,
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Tuition explained

•Mmi

WASHINGTON, D.C. (CPS) — A variety of college officials
came to Washington last week to explain why student tuitions are
rising so fast.
Speakers from Washington University of St. Louis, the University
of Missouri, University of California at Los Angeles and the American
Council on Education, among others, paraded before the House
Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education September 14-16 to
defend themselves against U.S. Secretary of Education William
Bennett s assertion that many tuition increases are unnecessary.
Department of Education officials have criticized campus officials
because tuition has been rising faster than inflation in recent years "
complained UCLA's Dr. Kenneth Green.
"However, what they have not (said) is that campuses are allocating
more funds for student financial aid because fewer college students are
now eligible to participate in various federal aid programs "
"In most instances," said Arthur Hauptman of the American
Council on Education, "the increase in aid has been financed by larger
tuitions charged to all students. This is sometimes referred to as the
Robin Hood effect.
University of Missouri President C. Peter Magrath conceded that
tuition in Missouri has gone up an average of 11 percent during the
80s, as the Consumer Price Index (CPI) has risen an average of only
6
5.3 percent.
'
thPBrpfUnnf the'7°fS' he added' tuition increased 6.2 percent while
the CPI went up at a faster rate of 7.5 percent a year
Van? tS,fEducadon *crctary Chester Finn,' himself a former
Vanderbilt professor, charged many colleges "May not be maximizing
efforts to hold down costs" thus avoiding the need to raise tuition
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Educators also had reason to:
*• t* '
like it.
Such national exposure can b«i
invaluable to a school, especially ai
relatively small institution thai
U»
doesn't get on television much.
"Black colleges are known fori
their academic excellence," saidlE(V
Adrienne Rhodes of the Unitedly
Negro College Fund. "The new
show will expose that to a broader
public."
Rhodes hopes "it will show that
black colleges are places where
black students can get good role
models, find
mentors and take
active roles in student government
and clubs."
Spelman Development Director
Tanya Moore adds, "A Different .
World" can illustrate to the nationrj,(jianp 0^. ,
that a young black woman's "life>i:i uS1 Lmi
. H* 1
at college is important. That rein-u
, r> •
, ,,•> forces what we say."
jjl and * r*
< *•«*"'
But some of the benefits havepj o,0^ r t
,• ,, v
been more immediate.
t
I*"-**'
„,
"The exposure Spelman has got-L n#-**
j* CM
ten through the show has helped ;ris(Nfltl
» • iH
u/ith rpcmitmpnt
''Llihfl m
with
recruitment anH
and vicihilitv
visibility."
tN
Moore reported. "We've gotten It# .•ort*'
..-K *
letters from Iowa and Nebraska,
***
not all from black people. The Baled111'" . .
show has made Spelman stand out
oduoe
in people's minds.
0
Moore added a small founda- if t fW ihtW®
» •> •
tion in Florida had awarded an, tenia*'
rts-H*'!**1*'
grant to Spelman, as a result of the
show, and that the production
company itself had enhanced ,
k>
Spelman's grounds and physical le. tfcFinu*(far A*
plant by planting azeleas, dogwood ^ jnned.
' M'
and other flowers on the campus.
era
kil I
Nevertheless, the students who (c gjcoafex*
gathered to watch the premiere [j, HjwBipnlfcajJP"1
iiEtciw* TV
episode didn't see much of the
_ juj tooac'iM* i
campus.
And they may not see much
more of it during succeeding epi taissor
sodes.
EotsandcUiirer« >
After filming exterior shots at itamlH .
)M.
Spelman, the Brokaw Company U JoEnrfak,*®
•
reshot the first
segment, using fforanctiVspr ,i.
,
"outdoor shots done in the stu
s." InenKnokfa «
dio."
<ibno|iofefipr \
These shots, created by a set
ound on todir'iancaura
designer, may be used throughout
K firs pr o!
v*
the series, turning Spelman, like
E mbk, i--f: >. UM
many beginning actors, into the
•si ifferoi- , r
f
face on the cutting room floor.
iJoCnurffc) I
b U*. ,v
tor loo* Hen*'|
U it lldllr > „
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On The
Town

An exceptional 'Pack of Lies
Rhonda Filer
Staff Writer

:**•••******************•*••**••••*••$
*
Concerts and Entertainment
*
Tom Waits will be at the Warfield Theatre on Thursday,
! November 5 with the show beginning at 8 p.m. Tickets for the
> show will be $18.50 reserved.

}L
*
J
J

pink Floyd will be at the Oakland Coliseum from December 3
6. Tickets for the show will be $22.50 reserved. Each show
will begin at 8 p.m.

t0

Fleetwood Mac along with special guest Cruzados will be at
the Cow Palace on December 12 with the show beginning at 8
n m. Tickets for the show will be $18.50 reserved.

The Cars will be at the Oakland Coliseum on January 30 with
the show beginning at 8 p.m. Tickets for the show will be $18.50
reserved.

Conservatory of Music

\satch the premiere '•Berlin. He was a prolific composer writing choral works, symphonies J
't ee much of the |Jancj much chamber music. The oboe, horn and piano trio is a rarely ^

Anyone who has ever seen a
production by UOP's Drama and
Dance Department knows that
their performances are often very
good. Last week the drama depart
ment presented the play Pack Of •
Lies by Hugh Whitemore. The
department's other productions 1
have been good, but Pack Of Lies
was exceptional.
The play, which was directed by
Scott Eckern, is based on a true
story. The action takes place at the
home of Bob and Barbara Jack
son, an English couple, during the
winter of 1960-61. The couple's
neighbors (and good friends), He
len and Peter Kroger, are Russian
spies. The Jacksons and their
daughter, Julie, do not know this
and through the years have become
good friends with the Krogers. The
problems begin when one day, the
Jacksons are visited by Mr. Stew- t
art, a "civil servant" from Scot-|
land Yard. At first, they are told £
only that their neighbors were visited by a man whom Scotland Yard Curtain call for the cast members of 'Pack of Lies
has been following. Mr. Stewart
asks them if they would mind
well together. This was especially
having someone come into their
true of Colin Thomson and An
house and keep watch for this
nette Wicks who portrayed Bob
man. They consent, but they think
and Barbara Jackson. Their per
that this will only be for a day or
formances were very moving and
two. The days turn into weeks and
their suffering came across as very
Mr. Stewart eventually tells them
real. Thomson's ending mono
that Scotland Yard has reason to
logue was especially touching. An
believe that the Krogers are spies.
other notable performance was gi
The Jacksons realize that Scotland
ven by Martyn Ryder, who played
Yard has been using their home to
Mr. Stewart. Ryder's performance
watch the Krogers. At first they
was strong, yet controlled. The
refuse to believe that their friends
other cast members were Echo
have been spying for Russia. Slow
Rozzi (Helen Kroger), James Tyly they begin to see that what Mr.
singer III (Peter Kroger), Bonnie
Stewart has told them could be
Roten (Julie Jackson), Michele
true. Bob and Barbara Jackson
McDonald (Thelma) and Traci-Lin
must then decide whether to tell
Burgess (Sally).
their friends about what has hap
Overall, the production of Pack
pened or keep up the charade and
Of Lies was first-class. The charac
allow Scotland Yard to arrest
ters were credible and the action
them.
had good continuity. It is a moving
As with all plays, it is mainly the
play and the conflict between loy
cast who can make or break the
alty to a friend and loyalty to a
performance. With Pack Of Lies,
nation touched each person who
the entire cast was excellent. For
saw it. The play was outstanding
the most part, they seemed to work

and anyone who didn't see it
missed out.
This production has been en
tered in the American College
Theater Festival. There are 12 re
gional festivals every year. Up to
seven of these productions will be
asked to participate in the national
American
College
Theater
Festival. This will be held at the
John F. Kennedy Center for the
Performing Arts. Two peformances of Pack Of Lies were judged by
ACTF representatives. Should they
continue in the competition, they
will go to the regional festival
which will be held at UC Davis.
Remember, the Department of
Drama and Dance will be presen
ting musical and drama produc
tions all year long. If you wish to
get involved give the department a
call at 946-2116.

Martyn Ryder as Mr. Stewart

A classy showing
Kristin Schwellenbach
Staff Writer

Jseveral different styles of big band jazz. Compositions will include j
J "Killer Joe," arranged by Ladd Mcintosh, "Explosion," by Matt J
°
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An appreciative crowd was
treated to the outstanding talents
of members of the Conservatory of
Music's faculty Friday night when
the Conservatory hosted "An
Evening of American Musical
Theatre" at the breathtakingly
beautiful new Faye Spanos Con
cert Hall.
The performance, which fea
tured songs from classic musicals
such as "Showboat," "Porgy and
Bess," "South Pacific," "The
Sound of Music," "West Side
Story," and "My Fair Lady,"
among others, was part of the
Resident Artist Series being pre
sented this year by the Conserva
tory.
Lynelle Frankforter Wiens, the
only female artist of the evening,
shone brilliantly while singing the
more emotional compositions, but
proved to have a wonderful flair
for comedy when she delivered "I
Feel Pretty" from "West Side
Story" with a hilariously exag
gerated Puerto Rican accent.
The biggest crowd-pleaser was
William Whitesides' invitation to
the audience to join him as he sang
"It Ain't Necessarily So" from
George Gershwin's American op
eretta "Porgy and Bess." It was a
terrific way to get the audience

JL

involved ir. the show, and provided
9h\
t
JK?
Hr
an up note on which to end the £ . ijLjs
11 JeJsU
first act of the concert.
9
mill
Mark Ross Clark, a gifted singer 9 19
and one of the youngest artists B I |B JE .aUSnlR. ^
performing, moved listeners with
^B I ^9B.Jwffe BjBBflVjVSY
his interpretations of "This Nearly
^B I
Was Mine" from "South Pacific"
9jkJ|i|l
and "Lonely Room" from
"Oklahoma." Clark showed a
great deal of charm and presence
when he joined Lynelle Wiens for
the irresistable duet "I Remember
It Well" from "Gigi."
|
A rare pleasure came at the 11
beginning of the final act, when £.•
Richard Etlinger stepped down 3 B9B9II^^^^^^B*»*
from his duties as narrator to de- Colin Thompson, Echo Roz.zi and Annette Wicks of Pack ot Lies
liver a rousing rendition of "If I
Were A Rich Man" from "Fiddler
j
—
On The Roof."
**
Perhaps the most important and
extraordinary talent of the evening
was pianist Frank Wiens. His
*
hands seemed to float effortlessly
over the piano, making it look as if
playing for an hour was not only
easy, but enjoyable. Wien's solo
performance on "One Hand, One
I s m m^ ^ . m m t m \

9

sur "w- side s,ory"

With its winning combination of
humor and sentiment, as well as
interesting, informative commentary throughout the performance,
this "Evening of
American
Musical Theatre" was a night to
remember.
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Now & Recommended

lead singer of fhe
famed 'Black Sab
bath' is coming Oct
23 at 8 p.m.
Raymond Great Hall
sponsored by ASUOP

more details to
come...

feature
UOP honors Vietnam Vets

John Matuzsak and President Atchley.
Gus Weekley
Staff Writer

Pacific Memorial Stadium play
ed host to the first ever collegiately
sponsored Vietnam Memorial
game last Saturday. Over 300 stu
dents circled the field at halftime in
remembrance of the 5,822 Califor
nia Vietnam Veterans who died or
are still missing.
The game was televised national
ly on the ESPN sports channel.
The University of the Pacific was
approached by a UOP alumnus
hoping to get support for a five
kilometer run, the proceeds of
which would benefit the veterans.

ALUMNI

(continued from page1)

so he gave money to build a new
studio and stock worth over
$250,000.
"The University is really indebt
ed to 7500 people that give to all
three campuses for various sour
ces," he said. He hopes that this
number will increase and "there
will be a way not to continue to
raise tuition in the future at the
same rate" of 8 to 10 percent each
year.
,«raiW£>f<ding to Konold, the numIber of donating alumni has in
creased substantially each year,
with the percentage overall moving
from 13.5 to 15 percent in just the
past year. But, she noted, 40 per
cent of all the University alumni
have graduated in the last 10 years.
Konold also noted that partici
pation by class starts out low, and
increases to over 35 percent after
50 years of being out of school.
"For most people, it takes them
15 to 20 years out of school to be
able to afford to make really major
gifts," stated Dochterman. The
\ first
thoughts of college graduates
I usually concern payment of loans,
marriage, cars, and houses. Then
:
"they settle down and think

ATCHLEY
(continued from page 1)

i

decision, people did not want the
dignity of the ceremony destroyed
by political views," she stated. Yet
many rose against the decision, for

The athletic director, Dr. Carl
Miller, decided that a football
game should be dedicated to this
cause. The nationally televised
game against Long Beach and the
veterans' dedication was purely
coincidental, but the event will
hopefully bring awareness about
the Vietnam Veterans and encour
age other schools to follow suit.
Chris Peterson, the marketing
director for the Athletic depart
ment, and his assistant, Scott
Wuest, worked many long days to
make the game a success. The two
designed the t-shirts sold at the
game commemorating the game
and contacted over 100 newspapbeyond their immediate needs,"
he added.
"I think the University partici
pation is low in comparison to
other schools," stated Konold. Ivy
League schools have over 60 per
cent of alumni that donate, she
said. However, the leading school
in alumni donations is a small
college in Kentucky, which leads
the nation with 72 percent of the
alumni (out of a total 6,000 alum
ni) contributing for the last two
years.
"I'd like to have more people
showing their support even with
small gifts," she said. '"We want
to encourage people to support at
the level of their ability."
Current methods of encouraging
alumni support include the Annual
Pacific Fund, phone-a-thons, the
Senior Gift Program, a new Reuni
on Giving Program at each class
reunion, mail-solicitations, Pa
trons of Pacific program, Circle of
Friends Group which includes don
ors of $100 or more, messages in
Pacific Review, and class agents
from each graduating class who
encourage support.
"The accumulative group of
alumni, if each contributes within
their realm," stated Dochterman,
"all together makes an important
contribution."
"we don't like change."
In trying to achieve the goals for
the University, "There are [always]
going to be decisions that'll be
made...that we have to make for
the better of the University in the
long-run," said Atchley. So "we
have to develop a trust in each
other."

Last
week's
answers

ers, television and radio stations
in hopes of promoting the game.
Many of the stations seemed to
get behind us on this one, but some
just totally ignored the community
event," said Peterson. UOP does
not always have the best reputation
in the Stockton community and the
game was a way to help others as
well as gain some community
acceptance.
"The biggest thing that hurt our
attendance was the Giants game.
They played right up to the time of
kick-off and people couldn't just
switch from the Giants to the UOP
game," said Peterson. It is estimat
ed that the Giants playoff game
dropped attendance at the UOP
game by 2,500 to 3,000 fans. Al
though attendance was not as high
as anticipated the game was still
considered a success.
Peterson said he was happy to
see all of the students supporting
the vets. "Many of the students
were just born when Vietnam occured, so they do not feel the ties to
it thatIdid," he said. The number
of people involved in the half-time
activity will hopefully bring more
awareness to the students that
there was a Vietnam and that the
possibility of war in their lifetime is
not as infinitesimal as many may
think.
According to Peterson the veter
ans at the game were pleased with
the turnout and the dedication of
the game. They were pleased that,
for the first time ever, a university

has dedicated a game on nationa
television. Hopefully more UI"v?r~
sities will involve themselves witn
this type of event. The veterans
need to be remembered as heroes
who defended their country.
Several people were instrumen
tal in helping to make the game a
success. Peterson cites Dr. Carol
Ann Hall and her public relations
classes for their help in celling
t-shirts. "They were a great help,
said Peterson. John Matuzak,
former Oakland Raider great,
came in Friday and spoke wi
everyone from kids to vets,
was very friendly and would spe
with everyone who wanted to a
to him," said Peterson oi
Matuzaek. President Atchley was
one of the biggest supporters ot tne
event, said Peterson. The presiden
seemed to really get behind the
event and his help was invaluable.
Many of the onlookers felt tna
not enough people came to such a
monumental game. The game was,
in fact, history in the making. The
people that did attend the game or
watched on television were treated
to a display that many thought
would never take place on the
UOP campus; a sense of caring
and involvement. The t-shirts that
were designed for the game will be
sold at the bookstore very soon.
Owning a shirt will not only go to a
worthy
cause, but the owner
wormy cau^,
— will
-•
OnH
possess a_ piece
of collegiate and
broadcast history.
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Drive on in for
nstant forgiveness]
Paul Nichols
Stockton Correspondent

Are you American? Do you
have basic motor skills? If your
answers to these questions were
"yes," then chances are good
that you drive a car or will drive
one soon. The car is freedom;
the freedom that mobility af
fords us. The car shows man s
intelligence. With cars came
roads, freeways, highways, gas
stations, sprawling cities, and
drive-in churches.
As you head north on
Highway 99 from Stockton,
you'll go through the vintry of
Lodi, the reality of Gait, and
the community of Elk Grove. A
little bit south of Sacramento,
on the frontage road east of the
highway, you can see a sign that
reads "Crossroads Community
Church."
The frontage road to the
church winds along beside the
highway. Deep drainage ditches
slope down from both sides of
the road. A right turn into the
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Where's the popcorn?
driveway brings you onto the
grounds of the Crossroads
Community Church. Once you
pull up, that's it: you're in
church. It's not called a parking
lot, it's a drive-in sanctuary. At
first glance, you see the sanc
tuary, the modest yellow Sun
day school building, and a rus
tic, white farmhouse.
The sanctuary can accommo
date about 100 cars. At each
parking space, there's a waist
high pole that looks like it's
bearing some sort of metal
fruit. These are the speaker
posts and speakers. At the head
of the church, the pulpit is
exposed to the elements, but
should clouds desire to spill
their contents, refuge may be
sought back where the piano
and organ are housed. It's a
pretty straightforward place,
with a few trees and shrubs for
decoration.
Before the church was built, a
drive-in theatre south of Sacra
mento was rented on Sundays
purposes of worship.

doesn't mean they check the oil.
It means they have programs
that cater to the spiritual guid- j
ance needs of adults, youths,
and families. The yellow:
building that houses the Sunday I
school also has a chapel for |
those worshipers who prefer in
door services.
As time passes, the car will
become obsolete. So then what
will we have? I can picture some
historian in the year 2010 writing
about the drive-in church: "Are I
you American? Do you havej
basic flying skills..." and so on.
They'll look back and laugh al
us, talking about the good old
days when the "pioneers" fai'lifully sat in their cars and said
their prayers. We can only hope
that other achievements of ours
will stand out above this one. It
would be a shame to be referred j
to as living in the times when j
"computers didn't walk, a |
phone call was only 20 cents and
the churches were still drive-in."

951-9393
Deliveries 4:30 p.m. to 11:30 p.m.

-clerical

HIRING CLINICS

You'It Be Glad You Did!
1130 N. El Dorado St., Suite 1A
Stockton, CA 95202
(209)463-5561

35 mi. south of Lk. Tahoe on Hwy 88
For further information contact:
Kirkwood, P.O. Box 1, Kirkwood, CA 95646

krtherthaiiv

or Thin Crust

-equip, operators

Saturday, October 17th & October 31st
9:00 A.M. at the Red Cliffs (Main) Lodge
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SEASONAL POSITIONS AVAILABLE:

-Bldg. maintenance
-hotel front desk

*

• knew very Utile
laved with a lot <»

Kirkwood Ski Resort is seeking qualified, service
oriented employees for the 87/88 season.

-accounting
-ski school
-ski patrol
-ski rental
-ski mechanics
-hotel reservations

hinK

performances

John Dunning
have sometMiH
that if' asked him
Friday night, we

C. Matthew Swinden

-lift operators
-food service
-housekeepers
-parking attendants
-ticket checkers
-ticket sellers

"J friends f-<»"
uLe "distra
r

Still singin' those
dining hall blues
1-5,1 know to head straight for the
salad bar and avoid the serving
Photography Editor
line. If it is Manager's Choice of
Entree, thenIknow it's last night's
Most of us have heard of or
leftovers or the stuff they could not
have experienced the "freshman
get rid of last week. At least at the
10" or the "transfer 15." For
salad barIcan identify most of the
those of you who are unfamiliar
items,
even though last week there
with these terms, I am referring to
was a dressing, the contents of
the weight gain that one experien
whichI was uncertain.
ces when he or she first comes to
On nights like those, my room
Pacific. The other day, I stepped
on my neighbor's scale and it saidI mate andIcall up Domino's Pizza.
It also seems that 75 percent of
had gained 15 pounds from the
SouthWest calls Domino's too. I
time I had transferred here in Au
think there's a direct correlation
gust. Not believing my neighbor's
between what is served for dinner
scale, I ran over to the health
and the amount of business that
center and used their scale, but not
Domino's
gets from Pacific. If it
before getting a throat culture and
wasn't for UOP, Domino's would
a measles vacination. And it was
be out of business in North
true:Ihad gained 15 poundsl
I thought to myself, how couldI Stockton. Unfortunately for me, a
have possibly gained 15 pounds in pizza with two toppings and extra
the short period of time? Then I cheese is high in calories.
If UOP administration is so
saw it. My Pacific Express Card
worried about a financial deficit,
... never leave the dorm without
it. That was the ticket to my weight they should consider opening a
gain because I was on the 21 meal pizza parlor in the UC. Even
the
pizza
delivery
per week plan. SoItook advantage though
competion is fierce, Iam confident
of it and ate in the dinning halls
that a pizza parlor, that delivered,
three times a day.
Let's face it. Some of the food located in the UC could capture a
that UOP serves is not low in good portion of the market. The
calories, especially the desserts students could charge the pizzas on
such as chocolate mousse cake, their Pacific Express Cards.
Then there is the alcohol con
German chocolate cake with rasp
berry filling,
strawberry cream sumption. Alcohol is very high in
rolls, brownies, and not to mention calories, but since my mother will
the you-build-it-yourself Sunday probably be reading this in the very
sundaes. After a hard day of tak near future, I DON'T CONSUME
ing notes and with a long night of ALCOHOL.
And so I ask for everyone's
studying ahead of me, my will
power is almost gone when I go to help. If you see me in the dessert
line, picking up a pizza, or eating
dinner.
Then there are the nights when I something that is unidentifiable,
cannot identify the main course. please remind me of the bet I have
Call me a fussy eater, but ifI don't with a friend and point me in the
know what it is by sight,Idon't eat direction of the salad bar.
it. If the entree is Mystery Meat

•—
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SKI RESORT
OF STOCKTON INC.
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Insurance Services
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October 15, J 987 Q

12" pizza w/ one | 16" pizza w/' one
topping of your ] topping of your
choice.
! choice.

KIRKWOOD SKI RESORT

Plus 2 free Cokes
with coupon

(209) 258-6000

i Plus 2 free Cokes
with coupon

An Equal Opportunity Employer

| Expires 10/29/87

! Expires 10/29/87
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Volleyball dominates at UCLA-NIVT ^
Elizabeth Hert

to move our block inside and
move our left-front digger deep
er in the court to adjust to her
great cross-court hits.
Once we had earned a spot in
the finals, we watched the other
semi-final to find out who our
opponent would be. Number
Five UCLA was playing num-

had to drop us off and go back
and get them for me. I think our
team has come to expect that
kind of behavor from me. No
body is very surprised anymore.
I'm definitely no* a typical seni
or, nor am I a typical team
captain!
Out warm-UD for the match

oatlWriter
^Last weekend, our volleyball
team traveled to Los Angeles to
play in the UCLA National
Invitational Volleyball Tourna
ment. In past years, this tourna
ment has typically been a diffi
cult one for us. We've only had
seven losses during the past two
seasons, but four of those losses
have occured at the NIVT. We
hadn't made it to the finals
since I was a freshman (1984).
This year, we were determined
to make a better showing.
More than half of the girls on
our team are from Southern
California, so our road trips
down south are particularly fun
because we get a chance to see
family and friends from home.
Maybe these "distractions"
have had something to do with
our poor performances in past
HIVTS. John Dunning would
probably have something to say
about that if I asked him.
On Friday night, we played
against Texas Arlington, a team
that we knew very little about.
They played with a lot of inten
sity, and we were lucky to come
away with a three game win,153,154, 16-14. Almost everyone
on our team contributed to the
victory and our freshmen got
some valuable playing time.
On Saturday afternoon, we
took on USC in a semi-final ?|jl>
match. The Trojans had defeated UC Santa Barbara in five
Pacific's Pam Lance, left, makes a kill look easy
games to advance in the tourna
was one of our worst ever.
ment. USC has been a big rival
ber Three BYU and most of our
Mary Miller and I got in a fight
of ours ever since 1985, when
team was rooting for UCLA,
and on top of that, 1 couldn't
USC Head Coach Chuck Erbe
because we wanted a chance to
set anything. Also, the match
said that we didn't deserve to be
get revenge against them.
was being televised on Prime
National Champions. We quiet(UCLA beat us last week in
Ticket, and the cameras only
ed Chuck and his players with a
Stockton.) Unfortunately, BYU
added to the confusion.
four game victory 15-13, 15-7,
won the match in four games,
Fortunately, once the match
15-17,15-2.
so we went back to our hotel to
started, everything went very
UOP Senior Mary Miller had
rest and to get ready to play the
smoothly. Everyone played real
a great match against USC. She
Cougars,
ly well, and before we knew it
controlled the game at the net
Things didn't start off too
we had beaten BYU in three
and finished the match with six
well that evening. We were half
straight games 15-9, 15-13, 15blocks and 19 kills. USC freshway to Pauley Pavillion when I
6 and were the NIVT champi
man Louise Norfleet, the nurnrealized that I had left my shoes
ons!
ber one recruit last year, had a
and knee pads at the hotel. Our
Teri McGrath played one of
11 good match against us. We had
assistant coach, Mike Jones,

her best matches ever. Her 30 I
kills, 31 digs, and .305 hitting I
percentage earned her the tour- |
nament MVP honors. Brooke I
Herrington and I also made the I
All-tournament team, but I re- I
ally felt that there were other I
players on our team who de- I
served the honor more than I
did.
Mary Miller once again con
trolled play at the net. She and
Teri took BYU's hitters out of
the match completely. Sopho
more Pam Lance did a great job
filling in for injured senior Dor
othy Hert and freshman Cathey
Scotlan continued to play with
amazing confidence and poise.
Our most important road trip
of the season is coming up this
weekend, when we travel to
Hawaii to take on the Universi
ty of Hawaii in two conference
matches which will probably de
cide the PCAA champion this
year. We're currently ranked
number one in the nation and
Hawaii is number two, so this is
a showdown of sorts. We've
beaten Hawaii 11 straight times,
but the matches this weekend
will be our first meetings of this
season. Hawaii is a much im
proved team from last year.
Hopefully we can keep our
streak over them alive.
With all of the excitement
and
anticipation of
this
weekend's two match series
against the number two ranked
Rainbow Wahines of the
University of Hawaii, everyone
kind of looked beyond this past
Tuesday's match against the
unranked California Golden
Bears. The Bears, well aware of
this lapse, came to town anc
showed the Tigers and their
1,200 fans in attendance that
looking beyond them was not
wise.
California demonstrated some
scrappy emotional play as they
beat the Tigers in the first game
16-18. Pacific eventually re
gained composure and went on to
win the next three games, which

Inlramurals
ntramural Soccer Standings as of October 11
A-League

W

Bulldogs
Hackers
Quadsia
Strieker
Farley

2
2
1
1
i

TUES/THUR B-LEAGUE
W

L

HMERE'S The Beef
Carter 1
No Names
Werner Fighting
Club International

1

j

Archania

1

Sativa Strykers

3

WOMEN'S LEAGUE

2
1
'

MON /WED B-LEAGUE

Bruno's Bruisers

Cosmos
Whitesell's Amoebas
SAES.T.U.
Eiselen

Violence
Lady Gomers
John B, Juju Bees

The 2-Live Crew

CO-REC LEAGUE

Crazed Weasels
Box Mowers **

Carter 2
Rib Busters
Renegades
South/West 1
Sting Ray
South/West 2**

•Team dropped from league
•forfeit

Intramural Football Standings as of October 11
"A" League

Tues /Thurs "B" League

SAE

WSY Ten

Archania
Mataputos

SAE
Grace
Bulldogs
Werner Fighting
Eiselen

Mon/Wed Orange "B" League

Monday/Wednesday Black

Smack
Bro's
80 Inches

Amphetamines
C-Street
R. Archites
Gomers
Okolepuka

2

*

Happy Hour

0

4

Women's League
Lady Gomers
Dirty Dozen
Wild Wemyss

IM STAFF
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* Test drive a Macintosh. You may ride away on a Honda

bcooi

Enter August 31 - October 16
University Bookstore
McCaffrey Center

1
I
2

Carter

The Woodys

(see VOLLEYBALL, page 10)

3
3
2
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Tigers hand Long Beach a wn

TIGER TRACKS

Halfback Anthony Simien carry '
the ball eight times for 43 yard; ,
On Pacific's final drive of tl (
game, Booker Guyton caught a i
yard pass which moved the Tige
into 49er territory but on the no
play, Frost's pass down the tnidd
to Kennedy Bryant was interest
ted, eliminating Pacific's chancy
for the winning score.
On Saturday, Pacific, 2j
overall, 1-1 in the PCAA, heads t|
Logan, Utah to face the 0-5, a
Utah State Aggies. Last year, tin
Aggies dealt Pacific one of m
most pathetic losses of the frustrai
ing 1986 season on a late touch
down pass in the fourth quartet
Game time this Saturday is 1 p.m.
If the Tigers have their eyes se
on defeating Utah State then then
must be an offensive revitalization'
Merely showing up for the gam?
defensively is never enough if th(
offense is not capable of capital:
izing when necessary.

Russell Keys

Thursday, October 15

Sports Editor

Volleyball at Hawaii

Friday, October 16
Volleyball at Hawaii

Saturday, October 17
Football at Utah State
Water Polo hosts Santa Clara
Field Hockey hosts California
Cross Country at Santa Clara
Invitational at San Jose

Sunday, October 18
Water Polo hosts UC Irvine

Friday, October 23
Booster Luncheon
Volleyball at San Diego State
Athletic Department hosts
Block "P" Dinner
Water Polo hosts Fresno State
Field Hockey at Cal. Invitational

Saturday, October 24
HOMECOMING
Football hosts Fresno State
Volleyball at Fullerton State
Water Polo hosts Alumni
Water Polo hosts Long Beach State

2 p.m.
7:30 p.m
10 a.m.
Noon

WENDY'S TICKETS AVAILABLE
Volleyball fans are reminded that tickets are available for the annual
volleyball classic in Stockton, the Wendy's Classic. This year's Classic
is set for Saturday and Sunday, November 21 and 22 here in the
Spanos Center and features, as usual, a tremendous four-team field.
Besides the host Tigers, the Classic will feature number two-ranked
Hawaii and top 10 ranked Nebraska, which advanced to the Final
Four Championship match against Pacific last year and the best from
the Midwest, Illinois. This is one of the best Wendy's fields in years, so
get your tickets now.

YUGO ALL-STAR CLASSIC REMINDER

VOLLEYBALL

A reminder that Pacific is to be the host of the inaugural Yugo EastWest Collegiate Volleyball All Star Classic, the Senior Bowl of
women's collegiate volleyball, January 16 in the Spanos Center. This
new event will pit the best collegiate players from throughout the
country against each other in an innovative and entertaining format.
Contact the Pacific Sports Information Department or Ken Grosse of
USA Volleyball at (619) 944-1687.

(continued from page 9)
were closer than the scores indi- J
cate 15-10, 15-6, 15-10.
|
Mary Miller, was chosen as the $
CEC-MVP, had 15 digs, was in on ^
several blocks and had two service I
Inside linebacker Mark Roberts slings down a Long Beach State player. Roberts led the much im|
aces.
defense with 12 tackles and 2 sacks in Saturday's loss.
Pacific is now 14-1 overall.

PATIO SALE!
CLOTHING 50% OFF!

STUDENTS AGAIN'
E^ESCI KROS
ill hold kick-oft party
rSht
common
disc
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HUGE SELECTION!
SWEATSHIRTS
SWEATPANTS
T-SHIRTS
SHORTS
TANK TOPS
SWEATERS
OCT

UNIVERSITY
••OFTHE •

U.O.P

• -PACIFIC

TIGERS

:

TUES.-SAT

ON THE MCCAFFREY CENTER PATIO

University Book Store
University Center • Stockton, CA 95211 • (209) 946-2327

